AmCham Singapore aims to raise awareness of corporate social responsibility (CSR) among members as
one of the most active business chambers in Singapore. The AmCham CARES program recognizes member
companies in Singapore that have demonstrated a strong understanding of the link between responsible
business operations and positive societal impact, and that conduct business in a sustainable way that
creates both long-term economic and social value for Singapore.
AmCham CARES is a platform to benchmark and share best practices, as well as encourage member
companies to improve their current CSR programs. It requires companies to meet certain criteria within their
pre-existing CSR programs. These CSR programs were assessed on four main factors – communications,
measurement, strategy, and sustainability.
The aims of the program are to:
•
•
•
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Raise awareness of CSR and corporate citizenship among AmCham members
Recognize firms with best practice programs
Gather information about best practices to share with all AmCham members
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Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) lies at the
heart of the American business community. Here at
The American Chamber of Commerce in Singapore
(AmCham), we are proud that our member
companies embody the best of American business
values: free enterprise, fairness, creativity, respect
for people from diverse backgrounds, and optimism.
The AmCham Corporate and Societal Action:
Recognition for Excellence in Singapore (CARES)
Program is a benchmarking platform that recognizes
member companies with strong CSR programs while
encouraging them to share best practices. To date,
we have awarded over 200 certificates of recognition
to AmCham member companies for their outstanding corporate citizenship.
The year 2021 marks 55 years of diplomatic relations between Singapore and the US –over half a century of
friendship and enduring people-to-people ties. Through the ebbs and flows of the global economy, and
especially during challenging times like the COVID-19 pandemic, AmCham and our members have remained
committed to supporting the Singapore community and have continued to be champions of CSR.
Conducting CSR activities amidst the COVID-19 pandemic has been logistically challenging as we prioritize
Safe Management Measures. Despite this, AmCham’s annual Corporate Community Day (CCD) has been
running for more than 15 years to help member companies build stronger ties with Singapore by giving back to
the community. In December 2020, 40 volunteers from AmCham and the US embassy came together in-person
for our annual CCD to distribute more than 400 care packs of household necessities to vulnerable residents in
the South West District. I am heartened that we were able to continue giving back during the pandemic.
As we reflect on our CSR journeys this past year, AmCham is pleased to recognize 39 member companies for
their excellent work in CSR in 2020 as part of the AmCham CARES program. We hope you will enjoy and feel
inspired reading this year’s AmCham CARES publication which shares how AmCham members helped
underserved communities through the most challenging of times.
We look forward to hearing how we can support your business in advocacy, business insights and connections.

Dr. Hsien-Hsien Lei
Chief Executive Officer
AmCham Singapore
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Minister Ong Ye Kung’s speech at the AmCham Annual General Meeting 2021
Access Minister Ong's full speech here.

I am very happy to join all of you at the 48th
AmCham Annual General Meeting today.
At this meeting, you are also giving out the
AmCham CARES Awards, which was launched
in 2016 to commemorate the 50th anniversary of
diplomatic relations between Singapore and the
US. Over the years, you have recognised more
than 100 companies for their outstanding social
and community contributions in Singapore.
I congratulate all awardees for your good work,
and thank you for being a part of the Singapore
social fabric.
This year, we mark 55 years of diplomatic
relations between Singapore and the US. It is a relationship that is substantive, growing and taking on new
dimensions year after year. Amcham and its members have been an integral part of this relationship, and I
look forward to an even stronger partnership in future.
Thank you.
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AmCham Singapore Social Impact Task Force
It has been an incredibly challenging time for businesses, with the COVID-19 pandemic impacting all
aspects of business, from operations to technology to staff morale.
Despite these difficulties, many AmCham member companies have continued to give back to the
community through various Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) initiatives. On behalf of the Chamber’s
Social Impact Task Force, we are heartened to see that CSR remains a critical pillar for the American
business community. Community engagement and giving back to the communities we serve in are
particularly critical even as the global COVID-19 pandemic thrusts us into one of the most isolating times in
recent history.
The AmCham Corporate and Societal Action: Recognition for Excellence in Singapore (CARES) Program
was launched in 2016 to honor the 50th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between
Singapore and the US. The program serves as a platform for member companies to benchmark and share
best practices. It recognizes those who have demonstrated a strong understanding of the link between
sustainable and responsible business operations with strong community engagement, and encourages
members to improve their current CSR programs.
This year, AmCham is pleased to recognize 39 AmCham members for their excellent CSR programs in 2020.
I commend all the High Distinction and Distinction recipients who have continuously supported CSR
initiatives, and demonstrated the spirit of volunteerism even through these unprecedented times.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank the members of the Social Impact Task Force for their
support of the AmCham CARES program. This task force is formed by AmCham member volunteers with a
passion for supporting CSR not only in their organizations, but the wider business community. I hope you
will enjoy learning more about the great CSR work of this year’s AmCham CARES recipients in the following
pages. Thank you all for being a part of AmCham CARES and let’s have a great year ahead.

Choo Hua Wee
AmCham Governor
Chair of Social Impact Task Force
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HIGH DISTINCTION
Adecco Personnel Pte. Ltd.

HP Inc. Singapore

Amgen Singapore Manufacturing

Kellogg Company

Edwards Lifesciences (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

Moody’s

Emergenetics Caelan & Sage

Procter and Gamble Singapore

Google Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd.

Xylem Water Solutions Singapore Pte. Ltd.

3M Singapore

John Wiley & Sons (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

AIG Singapore

J.P. Morgan

Align Technology Inc.

Kemin Industries (Asia) Pte. Ltd.

AT&T, WarnerMedia

Kimberly-Clark Singapore

Baxter Healthcare (Asia) Pte. Ltd.

KLA Corporation

Boeing Singapore Pte. Ltd.

Lenovo Singapore Pte. Ltd.

Cargill Asia Pacific Holding Limited

Marina Bay Sands Pte. Ltd.

Citi Singapore

Marsh & McLennan Singapore

Coca-Cola Singapore

Maximus Asia Pte. Ltd.

Corning Singapore Holdings Pte. Ltd.

Molex Singapore Pte. Ltd.

Dow Chemical Pacific (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

PayPal Pte. Ltd.

FedEx Express APAC

State Street

Guardant Health Asia, Middle East & Africa

Volt International

Herbalife International Singapore Pte. Ltd.

WeConnect

Johnson & Johnson Singapore
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Adecco Personnel Pte Ltd | 91C2918

As a global organization, Adecco believes that every single one
has the ability to transform our world for the better. The prosperity
of individuals, businesses and countries globally depends upon a
shared understanding of ethical social responsibility - whether it’s
in or outside of the workplace. The nature of our business means
that the impact of Adecco goes far beyond the financial. We are
committed to working towards a culture that consistently
integrates environmental, social and governance (ESG)
considerations across our business.
As the leader in the world of work, we take our responsibility
towards our stakeholders and society seriously. Everyday, in our
business and through our social programmes, we help people
across the globe be inspired, motivated, trained and developed to
embrace the future of work.
By integrating our business with sustainability, we can better serve our long term commercial interests and enhance our value proposition
to our stakeholders, while respecting people and the planet. Sustainability is a strategic choice about how we conduct our business and
generate our profits.
Adecco has achieved many CSR milestones through our flagship programmes such as the CEO for One Month, Win4Youth, Adecco
Career Mentoring Network & Athlete 365 Career+ Programme. These programmes drive inclusive, social value creation at both local and
global level.

CEO for One Month
With over 200,000 applications every year, CEO For One Month is a groundbreaking
learning programme created to improve the youth unemployment rate and equip fresh
grads with acquired skills. Our aim is to help aspiring young leaders discover their full
potential on how to contribute to our society and the workforce. It also gives them the
opportunity to shadow and work alongside Adecco's leadership teams worldwide. We
help kickstart their career in diverse fields based on their interests. Applicants will go
through a psychometric and aptitude screening assessment and receive personalized
report, summarizing their strengths and potential areas for improvement.
Win4Youth
Adecco’s flagship CSR programme, Win4Youth is a global sports initiative organized to
raise money for foundations while living Adecco’s core values actively. All colleagues,
associates, and clients in more than 60 countries throughout the company are
encouraged to complete sporting challenges, clocking up kilometers and hours doing
sporting activities to raise funds for charity. Not only are employees able to feel good
working out, it also creates team cohesion, bringing people together around a
meaningful project.
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#ExperienceWorkDay

Adecco Personnel Pte Ltd |

Experience Work Day is one of Adecco’s global CSR programme which helps young people and
people with special needs with their first steps into their careers by giving them a real taste of
working life through shadowing our employees in various positions. They get to participate in
workshops and activities to better understand first-hand what the day-to-day tasks are like. Past
participants felt that they have gained invaluable experiences and improved their skills through
the activities. This has equipped them with practical skills and experience which in turn boosted
their employability. Through our collaborations, we aspire toward an inclusive society where
persons with disabilities lead enabled lives as integral members of society, discovering diversity
in the workplace.
Athlete 365 Career+ Programme
Athletes inspire the world with their outstanding performance in the field of play. They are exceptional
individuals whose attitude, drive, and skills can impact the future of work. Through the IOC athlete
career programme, Adecco supports sport industry stakeholders and helps professional and
Paralympic athletes develop talent, make career transitions and connect with potential employers.
This holistic 360° solution helps personalize each athlete’s journey by keeping their needs at the
forefront, coupled with access to a global network of employers and employment opportunities.

Diversity - Great Place to Work®
83% of employees at Adecco say it is a great place to work compared to 53% of employees at a typical
Global company.
Our purpose is to make the future work for everyone; to do whatever we can to help people all over the
world access the best opportunities. For us, success is more than financial results. It’s also about
working in a way that benefits our stakeholders, the economy and society at large.
As a global company, we have a duty to act responsibly and ethically. What we do benefits us as well
as our stakeholders. We look closely at the impact of our activities to make sure we are giving future
generations the best chance to make their futures better and brighter. Sustainability for us is not a oneoff effort or something that sits separate from the business but an integral part of how we do
business. Ultimately, this helps deliver economic growth for our shareholders and stakeholders, as
well as positive results for communities across the globe.
We are excited about the possibilities that lie ahead, and will continue to challenge ourselves and
others, push boundaries, and strive to be at the forefront of delivering better futures for all.

Through the CEO For One Month 2019 program, I learned more about The Adecco Group and it
was refreshing to see an organization provide opportunities for young inexperienced students
to begin their career journeys.
When I heard that The Adecco Group was starting their APAC Management Trainee Program, I
knew I had to apply and have since been exposed to numerous experiences that have helped
me grow as a young leader.
Through the projects I have been involved in, I have learned numerous skills that I know I will
bring with me throughout my work journey because at The Adecco Group, the learning never
stops.
Saadiqa Akhtar | Management Trainee, APAC
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Making a positive difference in the world is at the heart of what we do
at Amgen - and it goes beyond making vital medicines. In the four
decades since Amgen’s founding, we have worked hard to contribute to
society—first by bringing innovative medicines to patients suffering
from serious diseases, but also by taking care of our employees and
their families, being a good neighbor in our local communities and
operating our business in an ethical, environmentally responsible
manner.
Amgen staff share a strong ethic of giving back to their communities.
Each year, Amgen Singapore Manufacturing and our staff dedicate
significant resources of our time and efforts to build a better tomorrow
in the communities that we live and work.
In alignment with our Amgen Values, our Active Caring culture and
through our 10 ground-up employee-led Employee Resource Groups
across 3 main pillars (Total Wellness, Diversity Inclusion & Belonging
and Staff Experience), we encourage our staff to support our local
communities by sharing their skills, talents, energy and expertise to
drive impact in a variety of charitable causes. These company-wide
outreach efforts include supporting science education, volunteering in
our communities and conducting operations in an ethically sound and
environmentally responsible manner.

Lending A Helping Hand In The Communities Where We Live And Work
Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, Amgen Singapore
Manufacturing has been partnering closely with reputable
organizations and charities to support our local communities,
particularly for vulnerable people who are badly hit, and in need of care
and help.
We recognize the COVID-19 situation will likely not go away soon and
have endeavored to put sustained efforts in place to ensure the
vulnerable in our society are not left further behind.
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In partnership with organizations such as Science Center, TOUCH Community Services, Lions
Befrienders, Singapore Cancer Society (SCS) and National Parks, Amgen and our staff have
•

contributed donations to support local COVID-19 relief programs and longer-term on-going
mental health and wellbeing efforts

•

raised and matched funds for COVID-19 relief causes including sponsoring meals, grocery
packs and to support cancer awareness

•

provided essential care packs to frontline workers at the onset of the pandemic

•

sparked excitement of scientific discovery by conducting hybrid-led science camps for
vulnerable children and their parents

•

championed and supported environmental protection and conservation efforts through
the One Million Trees Planting movement

•

provided goodie packs to children living with cancer or in shelters

The hands-on approach is one of the strongest unique selling propositions that Amgen Biotech
Experience (ABE) offers, as hands-on lab experience is something students don’t usually get in
school. The launch of virtual science learning platform LabXchange was timely as it enabled
online learning when schools were closed due to COVID-19. Given the success with
LabXchange and these unprecedented challenges, we have now explored more programs
based on a blended approach combining online and onsite learning experiences like never
before.
With support from Amgen Singapore Manufacturing, we were able to offer AMPower - a threeday blended learning program to underprivileged children and their families. Through AMPower,
participants got an opportunity to dabble in STEM education and explore science in a fun and
engaging manner together with their peers and families. Parents and the self-help groups
shared that this program helped spark an interest in Science among the participants. Many
parents also valued the bonding time they had with their children. We would like to thank Amgen
Singapore Manufacturing for this meaningful and impactful partnership!
Associate Professor Lim Tit Meng | Chief Executive, Science Center Board

We are heartened by Amgen’s generosity in extending help to TOUCH Community Services’ frail
elderly and low-income families during this difficult period brought about by the pandemic.
Through Amgen’s support, our elderly can continue to remain in the community they are familiar
with, while families learn to build emotional resilience. Such acts of kindness will further
strengthen our social compact and solidarity as a community.

Ms. Joyce Hope Wu-Ang

Assistant Director, Partnership & Volunteer
Management, TOUCH Community Services
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Our company is driven by a passion to help patients. We partner with clinicians to develop
innovative technologies in the areas of structural heart disease and critical care monitoring
to help patients live longer, healthier, and more productive lives.
Edwards Lifesciences’ commitment to corporate citizenship and advancing the trust of our
stakeholders, partners, and communities is long-held and strong. It begins with our Credo,
which guides our values, spirit, and conscience in everything that we do. We are driven by a
passion to help patients, partnering with clinicians to develop innovative technologies in the
areas of structural heart disease and critical care monitoring.
Edwards is committed to promoting corporate and social responsibility excellence in our
operations and communities, and to providing a safe and healthy workplace for our
employees. Achieving these goals requires more than just complying with applicable
regulations and standards. Edwards is also committed to strengthening the communities in
which we live and work. Around the world, philanthropy is at the heart of who we are and is
a source of pride for more than 14,000 Edwards Lifesciences employees.
Here in Singapore our employees foster a Total Wellness, Health and (Community) Outreach Program, and we are active in community
engagements that cover close relationships with the Singapore Heart Foundation, the Singapore Heart Center, the Singapore Special
Olympics, Food from the Heart, and many other charitable organizations.
In 2020, EW Singapore took part in 5 major community outreach and charitable events organized by our CSR-Committee, and the
responses were overwhelming with every individual of our 2,000 employees participating in at least one of these events – despite the
Safe Management challenges due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
These outreach events included “Go Red for Women” Cancer Awareness, Edwards Care Pack for Infection Prevention, Blood Donation
Drive, Special Olympics Singapore Flag Day, Gifts from the Heart and The Charity Book Drive.

Blood Donation Drive (September 2020)
On 30 Sep 2020, Edwards organized Blood Donation Drive in collaboration
with Red Cross Singapore. More than 600 employees had signed up for
blood donation. The participation rate has tripled in the past few years to
such extend that the Red Cross Singapore visited Edwards during the event
day to see how Edwards organized the blood donation drive and had asked
Edwards to share tips on how we managed the blood drive so successfully.
We were grateful to be given the honor to share our success with the Red
Cross Singapore.
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Go Red For Woman (February 2020) #GoRedForWomen #EveryHeartbeatMatters
For the 8th year running, Edwards Lifesciences Singapore supported Singapore Heart Foundation (SHF) on the annual
“Go Red for Women” fund-raising campaign through cash donation collection drives from 3rd February 2020 till 7th
February 2020. SHF was also invited to be part of Edwards “Every Heartbeat Matters” celebrations by setting up an
educational booth to promote heart health awareness among Edwards employees. Employees were encouraged to put
their newly acquired knowledge to test through an online quiz. The campaign culminated with a joint charity bazaar to
sell merchandise and gifts on 7th February 2020 at the Edwards cafeteria, attracting a massive turnout of employees. The collaboration
paid off and a record-breaking SGD 12,000 in cash donations and SGD 4,000 in merchandise sales, was raised over the week. To top it
off, the company committed to match cash donations dollar-for-dollar, further boosting total funds raised to a whopping SGD 28,000 for
underprivileged women suffering from cardiovascular disease. With cardiovascular disease ranked as the top killer among women
worldwide, this meaningful event was a message hit home for all employees whose generous contributions would go a long way to
support the good cause.
Special Olympics Singapore Flag Day (October 2020)
Once again, Edward Lifesciences Singapore partnered with Special Olympics Singapore
to host the annual Flag Day fund-raising event at the Singapore manufacturing plant
from 26th October 2020 to 30th October 2020. Unlike previous years when Edwards
volunteers also had the opportunity to participate in Motor Activity Training Programs
and interact with the Special Olympics athletes face-to-face, this year all events
involving large social gatherings had to be cancelled due to additional public restrictions
by the Singapore authorities to limit social gatherings and curb the spread of COVID-19
in response to the ongoing pandemic. Many employees also had to work from home,
giving rise to concerns that donor participation might fall short of expectations.
Nevertheless, financial support for charitable causes had to continue, as organizations
like Special Olympics Singapore rely on public donations to operate and manage sports
training programs for athletes with intellectual disabilities, albeit on a smaller scale this
year. Embodying the same “Let Me Be Brave” spirit held close by the athletes, the
Wellness, Harmony and Outreach committee of Edwards Lifesciences Singapore
decided to forge ahead with the Flag Day event, all while wearing facemasks and
ensuring compliance with social distancing and other precautionary measures. Despite
the odds, the fund-raising event nevertheless garnered a strong turnout, with generous
cash donations pouring in from more than half the local workforce.
There were employees who made multiple donations on consecutive days, and there
were employees who made donations on behalf of Malaysian co-workers affected by
the border closure between Singapore and Malaysia. One employee, upon learning that
the Edwards Lifesciences Foundation would match two dollars for every dollar
collected, was even motivated to consolidate the spare change her kids had set aside
for charity and heartily contributed SGD 300 to the worthy cause.
Thanks to the generosity of the employees and relentless efforts of the volunteers, a
staggering amount of SGD 10,538.05 was collected over five days. With the addition of
SGD 21,076.10 matched by the Edwards Corporate Foundation, the total amount of cash
donations for Special Olympics Singapore came up to a whopping SGD 31,614.15 this
year.
With the economy faltering and many commercial organizations tightening spend on
Corporate Social Responsibility initiatives, these contributions from Edwards
Lifesciences Singapore employees would go a long way to help fulfil the dreams of
courage and sharing of joy among Special Olympics athletes, warming their hearts in
these cold times.

We want to express our deepest gratitude for your kind support during this difficult time. It has
been a challenging year, but your unwavering support has allowed us to continue to ensure
there is food on the table for our beneficiaries!
Jesvinder Kaur | Senior Manager, Fundraising & Sponsorships, Food from the Heart
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Emergenetics APAC: #WeDoGoodTogether
As the Asia Pacific headquarters of global human capital company
Emergenetics International, our passion is People. That’s why we are
dedicated to making a difference to people – wherever we are. When it
comes to doing good, we tie our corporate volunteering and giving to
our mission of “Moving People and Organisations Forward” through
Emergenetics. Afterall, helping leaders and teams achieve greater selfawareness, enhancing communication and building more productive
workplaces are what we are good at.
In Singapore, with a small team, we multiply our efforts through
collaboration with our stakeholders. We leverage our expertise in
people and organisation development, to positively impact those in
leadership positions, and through them, create a ripple effect to make
a positive impact on the wider community. We believe that doing good
is easier when we take a WEapproach (“WE” meaning “Whole
Emergenetics”; considering all perspectives, being holistic.) That is
Why #WeDoGoodTogether. We established #WeDoGoodTogether as an overarching banner for all of our corporate giving and
volunteering initiatives. Each year, depending on what is going on in Singapore or the world, we channel our energy and resources to
curate activities that are relevant, meaningful and impactful to our stakeholders.
For instance, in 2015, as Singapore celebrated her 50th birthday, we launched “Emergenetics Impact SG50” to rally our associates to
partner us in making a difference to the social service sector. We sponsored the Emergenetics Profile (a psychometric tool that
measures how an individual prefers to think and behave; used in develop individuals and teams) while our associates offered pro bono
consultancy.

In 2016, to thank our associates, we organised a Leadership Dialogue for
300 business leaders at The Future of Us (a temporary exhibition site at
Gardens by the Bay built by the Prime Minister’s Office for SG50
celebrations). We invited then Minister for Social and Family Development,
Mr Tan Chuan-Jin, to present tokens of appreciation to these associates
after the dialogue. To mark the 25th Anniversary of the Emergenetics Profile
and to continue partnering our associates to do good, we invited Minister
Tan to launch the “Emergenetics Realising Potential Initiative” where the
company pledged to sponsor Emergenetics Profiles for a further 25 months
for bona fide organisations in the sector. Over 4 years (2015-2018), more
than 50 workshops and leadership consultation sessions with a combined
gross value of over a quarter-million Singapore dollars directly benefitted
close to one thousand leaders, managers and volunteers from more than 50
non-profit groups. Their work collectively spanned across domains
including youth, elderly, religion, environment, special needs, volunteerism
and more.
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In 2020, two public fundraising appeals – The Courage Fund and The Invictus Fund – were launched to
rally Singaporeans to support the underprivileged community severely affected by the COVID pandemic.
While endeavouring to pivot our business to complete digital and virtual delivery, we still wanted to use
our product and service offerings as a multiplier for good. We launched a campaign to gift our virtual Emergenetics Learning Package
to donors of both funds (or of any bona fide charity) so we could be in solidarity with the community, play a small part in appreciating
the donors and encourage a spirit of giving. Through this campaign, the value of our sponsorship and service was doubled and our
efforts translated into direct financial assistance for more than 50 low-income families.
To live out our purpose statement of “WE Value People” and our service philosophy of “WE
Serve with Mind and Heart”, we listen to our partners and stakeholders and curate our CSR
activities to directly answer their needs. To this end, we organised “FairPrice Walk for Rice –
Team Edition” in 2017 and “WEWalk for a Cause @ South East” in 2019 to support South East
Community Development Council in hitting their goals for daily necessities for low-income
families (such as rice and adult diapers) raised through matching the total steps walked. At the
request of St Luke’s Eldercare, we have also worked with South West Community Development
Council to turn the centre’s elderly clients’ drawings into two wall murals which we painted
together with Mr Kirk Wagar, then US Ambassador to the Republic of Singapore.
As a part of the community and benefitting from doing business in Singapore, we stepped up
to support national initiatives. Over the years, we adopted various standards and benchmarks,
including implementing pro-National Service practices and aligning ourselves with best
practices promoted by TAFEP. We have also supported the national SkillsFuture Movement by
organising learning festivals over 3 consecutive years, benefitting more than 1,000 executives.
Aligned with our global effort for sustainability, we went fully digital and reduced printing of our
materials by almost 90%.
Internally, we are committed to developing our people and encourging them to do good. We
give each team member 3 additional days of leave for community service activities and
matched their donations to a charitable cause of their choice. We turn our CSR activities into
opportunities for leadership development, empowering different team members to lead
different projects. We also listen to our team and when things get too hectic, we say “let’s take
a pause” in our activities to care for the well-being of our team.
Doing good is a large part of what we do, and rather than doing good alone, we’re convinced
that when #WeDoGoodTogether, everybody wins.
Visit http://apac.emergenetics.com.sg/wedogoodtogether/ to find out how we can make a
positive difference to the wider community, together.

To lift the lives of those who are less privileged, it takes many helping hands. That’s why it’s
heartening to have corporate organisations like Emergenetics Caelan & Sage partner and
support the many nation-wide programmes and initiatives so that no one gets left behind. The
team at Emergenetics Caelan & Sage may be small in number, but by rallying their stakeholders
and through collaboration, they were able to multiply their efforts and create a bigger impact. I
hope their approach to doing good – #WeDoGoodTogether – will inspire many more
organisations big and small to do good together.
Ms. Priscilla Gan | Director, National Council of Social Service
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Google’s mission for Singapore is to empower Singaporeans today,
for tomorrow. Amid this pandemic, we have a responsibility to help
Singaporeans navigate the challenging labour market so we have
prioritised creating meaningful work experience and training
opportunities for Singaporeans with the launch of Skills Ignition SG,
A Grow With Google Program.
Based on Google’s tried and tested curricula, Skills Ignition SG offers
two programs in areas of Digital Marketing and Cloud Technology
for unemployed SIngaporeans, one focusing on providing on-the-job
training opportunities and another focusing on skills upgrading.
The nine-month place-and-train program will have participants
complete three months of online vocational training before moving
on to six months of hands-on work experience with host companies,
including Google. The six-month full-time training courses cater to
mid-career professionals allowing them to earn industry-recognised
professional certifications. These courses provide industry-relevant
skills to boost employability in the ICT sector.
Since its launch in July 2020, more than 2,600 trainees have gone
through the program and spent time with 38 host companies,
including Google. During their time in the program, trainees in both
programs went through an intensive learning experience via a mix of
online live instructor-led training, self-paced online study, and online
group and individual project work.
Google has also heard from some trainees who have secured full-time positions with their host companies. One example is Gaviota
Rajendhiran, who was looking for a job as a fresh graduate amidst a challenging time in 2020 when the pandemic hit. She came across
the Skills Ignition SG program and decided to join it as she could learn more about digital marketing while getting on-the-job training. She
eventually joined one of Google’s host partners, Omnicom Media Group, as a trainee and was able to drive a project with the support of
her team. The good work she did led her to being offered a full-time position in planning and strategy within the company.
The program has seen positive results from its trainees and host companies, with 90% of trainees stating that the program has allowed
them to gain the right skills to succeed in the digital economy, and 88% of them feeling better equipped to develop and grow their careers.
We also saw strong support from the industry partners when we kicked off Wave 1 with 16 host companies in Oct 2020. Since then,
another 22 companies including Kimberly-Clark, Interpublic Group of Companies (IPG) and Airbnb have joined Google on this endeavor.
The Skills Ignition SG program has also demonstrated the powerful impact of public-private partnerships, where government agencies
such as Economic Development Board (EDB), Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA) and SkillsFuture Singapore (SSG) work
together with local and global companies. The program provides the trainees more than just theoretical knowledge but a practical
grounding in business and data-driven mindset as well.
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Google has announced in July 2021 the renewal and expansion of
the program for a second year. 600 more placements will be added
in the digital marketing track, increasing the total size of the cohort
to 3,600, and along with this, a third track will be added, which
focuses on developing talent in Data Engineering and Machine
Learning. This track will open to 100 trainees, and aims to leverage
Google’s global curriculum, certificates and partners to better
connect job seekers to not only new skills, but employers and
sustainable careers.
In the upcoming intake, Google welcomes more host companies to
join the program in offering training opportunities through Skills
Ignition SG. If your organisation would like to offer an on-the-job
training opportunity for a trainee, please contact us at
skillsignitionsg-host@google.com.
If you wish to take part in this program, or know of someone who
might be interested, please visit the link here for more information.

As a leading global media network, with data at the core, Omnicom Media Group creates end-toend solutions for clients, anywhere, swiftly and efficiently. They consider client business needs
from the start and keep consumer behavior at the heart of everything they do. They are present
in over 100 countries, and Singapore is one of our Regional Centers of Excellence and one of
growing influence.
With Google as a valued partner of our company, and having worked together on several talent
development initiatives, we immediately came onboard as a host company knowing that we
have both the infrastructure and commitment to support the Skills Ignition SG program through
our robust talent development plan. The program has provided us with access to an excellent
pipeline of fresh digital talent and is supported by substantial training and financial subsidy. The
quality selection of trainees, and the three-months vocational training enabled the new talents
to start contributing and impacting our business very quickly. Skills Ignition SG was very helpful
in helping us meet our talent demands, with us having converted close to 80% of our trainees
into permanent roles.
Chloe Neo | Chief Operating Officer, Omnicom Media Group Singapore
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At HP, we are focused on driving sustainable impact across three pillars: planet, people, and community.
PLANET: Driving a Circular, Low Carbon Economy
In celebration of Earth Day 2021, HP announced some of our most ambitious and comprehensive climate action goals to combat climate
change. These specific goals include:
•

Achieve net zero greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions across HP value chain by 2040, beginning with supplies business achieving
carbon neutrality by 2030

•

Reduce HP value chain GHG emissions 50% by 2030

•

Reach carbon neutrality and zero waste in HP operations by 2025

•

Reach 75% circularity for products and packaging by 2030

•

Maintain zero deforestation for HP paper and paper-based
packaging

•

Counteract deforestation for non-HP paper used in our products
and print services by 2030

In Asia-Pacific, we have rolled out the following programs:
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•

Project STOP: HP joined Project STOP, which collaborates with companies, governments, and communities in Southeast Asia to
create effective waste management systems that reduce ocean-bound plastics in Indonesia. In Muncar, East Java, Project STOP
has set up Material Recovery Centres to collect, manage and recycle plastic waste from more than 60,000 people and which have
generated over 100 full-time jobs.

•

Straw Pallet Program: We are the first IT company in the world to replace wood pallets with straw pallets when shipping our
printers. With more than 600 million tons of straw left behind to be burned in China each year, HP has used more than 164,000
straw pallets since 2017, diverting over 7,400 tonnes of straw from being burned as agricultural waste and improving the
livelihoods of Chinese farmers.

•

HP Sustainable Forest Collaborative: All HP-branded paper is already deforestation-free and since end 2020, we have achieved
100% zero-forestation for all our paper-based product packaging. HP also partnered with WWF to restore and improve the
management of nearly 200,000 acres of forests in China and Brazil by end-2024.

•

HP Planet Partners Program: For more than 25 years, HP Planet Partners has provided personal and business customers with
convenient ways to recycle HP products. As a leading PC and Printer company in Singapore, we have recycled and upcycled more
than 2000 tons of hardware and supplies since 2016 by working closely with our enterprise and SMB customers along with
consumers across Singapore.
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PEOPLE: Embracing Diversity and Inclusion
HP is driving a culture of diversity and inclusion at all levels of the company and remains committed to fighting
racial inequality in all forms. HP’s Board of Directors continues to be the most diverse of any US technology
company, comprising 42% women and 58% minorities. Our programs in Asia include:
•

HOPE program in China: An initiative providing equal opportunities for people
with disabilities. It currently has 28 team members spread across HP offices in
Beijing, Shanghai and Dalian.

•

Disha program in India: A six-month leadership program for female employees
with 119 graduates from 2017 to 2019. Over 40% of the graduates have either
been promoted or ventured into new roles.

•

Women leadership and HOPE programs in Japan: Leadership training for female
employees both within HP and through collaboration with other companies as
well as equal opportunities for people with disabilities.

COMMUNITY: Enabling Better Learning Outcomes For The Future
HP launched several programs aimed at helping affected students and their families
as they continue to tackle the substantial challenges arising from the COVID-19
pandemic.
Initiatives include:
•

Tech Hubs: HP set up 20 Tech Hubs across Southeast Asia in 2020 to empower youths aged 13 and above in underserved
communities by providing technology and entrepreneurship training. The program has upskilled 10,000 youths with technical
and soft skills including Microsoft Office, coding, business communications and how to start a small business.

•

HP-NTU Digital Manufacturing Lab: This lab is driving the development of innovation, technologies, and skills to democratize
digital manufacturing. Last January, it introduced a skills development program aimed at helping Singapore train and upskill
talent in digital manufacturing.

•

Youth Technopreneur Challenge (YTC) 2020: HP teamed up with Junior Achievement (JA), a non-profit organisation dedicated
to inspiring and educating young people to succeed in a global economy on a 2 month programme that taught about 100
students across 8 secondary schools in Singapore through a series of bootcamps about design thinking, STEM, as well as
pitching and presenting their final products. About 50 HP volunteers stepped up as mentors to guide these students through
the programme, logging in over 1000 volunteer hours.

•

Donation of HP Laser Printers to students from low-income families: As schools shifted to home-based learning as a result of
the pandemic, HP teamed-up with the Southwest Community Development Council and donated laser printers to 2,000
students from low-income families in June 2020 to help students adjust and thrive under the new normal.

HP has been an amazing partner for our various entrepreneurship initiatives since 2012. Our
recent very successful collaboration was the Young Technopreneur Challenge in 2020. The
goal of this Challenge was for the 14 to 15 year old students to look at the 17 UN Sustainable
Development Goals, pick one of them to identify a problem or issue to solve, and make use of
STEM and technology, to drive innovation, clearly articulate their ideas, and communicate their
solution to a diverse audience.
Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, we were able to engage 32 teams consisting of 96 students and
41 HP volunteers for the competition. Each team had 1 to 2 HP mentors guiding them
throughout the competition. The HP mentors were very dedicated, and had invested over 1000
volunteering hours to inspire, prepare, and empower the youths for their future. We are currently
implementing Young Technopreneur Challenge 2021 but with the focus on Singapore’s 2030
Green Plan.
Ng Hau Yee | Executive Director, JA Singapore
CORPORATE AND SOCIETAL ACTION: RECOGNITION FOR EXCELLENCE IN SINGAPORE AWARDS 2021
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Kellogg Company on Track to Create Better Days for 3 Billion People By
End of 2030
At Kellogg Company, our vision is a good and just world where people are
not just fed but fulfilled. We are creating better days and a place at the
table for everyone through our trusted food brands. As part of our
Kellogg’s® Better Days purpose platform, we are helping to end hunger
and are committed to creating Better Days for 3 billion people by the end
of 2030. We feed hungry children; protect our plant; promote well-being
and drive equity. On their own, each of these actions can make someone’s
day better. Put them together, and they can create real change. As a
company with heart and soul, we are committed to making a meaningful
impact.
Fighting Hunger
To date, Kellogg and its charitable funds have now donated US$18 million
in food and funds to support ongoing global COVID-19 hunger relief
efforts. In total, our contributions are aiding the following organizations around the world: The Global FoodBanking Network, supporting
food banks across Asia, Europe and Latin America; European Food Banks Federation, supporting food banks across Europe; Feeding
America, supporting 200 food bank locations across the United States and Food Banks Canada, supporting 500 food banks across
Canada.
Supporting the Environment
Throughout its business, Kellogg is supporting a more sustainable food system for
the future. In 2019, the company reduced greenhouse gas emissions in its
manufacturing sites by more than 20% - exceeding their 15% reduction goal one year
ahead of schedule. In addition, the company progressed towards its commitment to
responsibly source ingredients and have reached over 430,000 farmers and workers
through sustainable agriculture programs. Maintaining one of the smallest plastic
packaging footprints among peer food companies, Kellogg has achieved 76%
packaging recyclability in 2019, continuing to create sustainable packaging for its
foods globally.

In the Region
In AMEA (Asia-Pacific, Middle East & Africa), we work with a range of partners to impact our community. In 2020, we fed more than
800,000 people through 18 programs, not counting COVID-19 reliefs and other ongoing donations.
We have a comprehensive repertoire of Better Days Food programs in partnership with organizations that not only help children but lowincome and families. Apart from feeding those in need, the Cool Soil Initiative in Australia, Technoserve farmer support program in India
to Healthy Soil, Healthy Rice initiative in South Korea are examples of how we are creating change with farmers and agriculture as a
whole. Across the globe, employee volunteerism forms a large part of our advocacy and we encourage our staff from all levels to
participate in our programs.
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Our Better Days programs include:
Australia and New Zealand
•
Cool Soil initiative with Food Agility and partners
•
Breakfast Club through Eat My Lunch
•
Breakfast Buddies
•
Food Relief to organizations like Food Bank, Oz Harvest,
NZ Food Network

Middle East, North Africa and Turkey
•
Food Banking Regional Network: The Kellogg School
Feeding Program, Back to School Project, Food Waste &
Food Loss Project
•
Nourish your future with Türkiye Eğitim Gönüllüleri Vakfı
(TEGV) and Migros, a leading retailer

Japan
•
Better Days programs with Second Harvest and the
Central Community Chest of Japan

India
•
Bright Start breakfast program – In partnership with The
Breakfast Revolution and Sesame Workshop
Technoserve Farmer Support Program

South Africa
•
Better Days programs with Kolisi Foundation, Shoprite
Act for Change and Department of Basic Education,
Food Forward South Africa

South Korea
•
Healthy soil, Healthy Rice program
•
Child Fund Korea

In Singapore
All our CSR programs are considered carefully to make sure we meet
our Global Better Days goals. These are localized to fit the needs of
each key geographical area, and we ensure that we work with the
right partners to implement the programs. We track our progress
quarterly and review of programs annually, including staff
participation and engagement.
In Singapore, we have continuously worked with different
government agencies and non-governmental organizations to
provide food donations to lower-income families and breakfast
programs for children. While we are still supporting various
organizations in terms of food donations, we are in the midst of
expanding our programs that have a regional and global outlook with
global partners such as the Global FoodBanking Network and United
Way. Apart from direct food donations, we regularly work with
partners such as RedMart to implement e-commerce drives to
donate food. In 2020, we donated 1,650 kg of food to frontline
workers at Changi General Hospital. Other NGOs that we have worked
with include Red Cross Singapore and United Women Singapore.
For more information on Better Days, visit: https://
www.kelloggs.com/en_US/giving-back/better-days.html

Kellogg's has been a strong supporter of the Singapore Red Cross' local causes, contributing to
several campaigns including our Grateful Hearts and Bluestar Walkathon fundraiser and care
packages initiative. The healthy foods donated by the team were very well-received by our
frontline workers and volunteers as well, especially during these challenging times. We look
forward to nurturing an enduring partnership with Kellogg's Singapore.
Johnny Tang | Head, Resource Development, Singapore Red Cross
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At P&G, Citizenship and Corporate Social Responsibility is built into how we do business every day. We believe in being a force for good
and a force for growth, with a focus on Community Impact, Equality & Inclusion, and Environmental Sustainability, all built on a firm
foundation of Corporate Ethics. P&G serves millions of consumers around the world every day, with a purpose to improve lives in small
but meaningful ways through our brands, our operations and our people.
Singapore is P&G’s home and headquarters for our Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa region. Therefore, our Singapore-led CSR
initiatives have positively impacted not only communities in Singapore, but also throughout the region.

Community Impact
P&G has been working with long-standing partner organizations to
support communities in Singapore and beyond. In the past year, we have
stepped up our efforts to help those affected by the COVID-19
pandemic.
P&G Singapore contributed over 307,000 care packs, 24,000 cleaning
products, and financial support totaling over S$5 million dollars to
vulnerable individuals and families, in support of communities affected
by the COVID-19 pandemic. We collaborated with long-standing partners
including Community Chest, Migrant Workers’ Centre (MWC), Special
Olympics Singapore, NTUC FairPrice, Lazada-Redmart, and Shopee.
As part of an on-going partnership with the South West CDC, P&G
pledged and donated 3,000 South West Care Packs to vulnerable
families and frontline workers, and 500 sets of cleaning products for
identified Social Service Agencies and preschools in the South West
District. P&G also launched a fundraiser with each dollar matched by the
company for the benefit of The Courage Fund, an initiative under the
National Council for Social Services (NCSS). The fund aims to provide
additional support and relief to vulnerable individuals and families,
including healthcare workers, frontline workers and volunteers.
P&G Singapore has also operated a skill-based volunteering program,
P&G’s Pro-Bono School, for five consecutive years. This is an initiative
aimed at equipping NGOs with necessary skills to build awareness for
their causes, while providing an opportunity for P&G employeevolunteers to give back to the NGO community by sharing their business
expertise. This year’s partnership with raiSE Singapore, a non-profit
organization set up to raise awareness and support for social
entrepreneurship in Singapore, saw the programs highest ever
participation. To date, P&G’s Pro Bono School program has trained 352
participants since its inception.
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Environmental Sustainability
P&G Singapore is fully committed to having a positive impact on the environment. The Singapore General Office and
Singapore Innovation Centre have attained the “Elite” level certification for our Eco-Office audit conducted by Singapore
Environment Council. P&G was a Platinum Sponsor in
SLINGSHOT, an international start up competition powered by
Ministry of Trade and Industry. P&G is one of the founding
partner companies of Alliance to End Plastic Waste, a global
non-profit organization that brings together industry,
government, civil society, development agencies and investors
to help end plastic waste in the environment. In efforts to adopt
sustainable packaging waste management practices, P&G has
signed the Singapore Packaging Agreement (SPA) in August
2017. P&G has dedicated Sustainability Boards and Action
Plans for each of our market operations and embeds
environmental goals as part of our business priorities.

Gender Equality
P&G is committed to creating an equal and inclusive world,
inside and outside of the company. As one of the world’s
largest advertisers, P&G and its brands continue to leverage
their influential voices in media and advertising to drive further
awareness, tackle bias, spark conversations and motivate
change. This year, P&G’s annual #WeSeeEqual Gender Equality
summit was hosted virtually from Singapore, in partnership
with UN Women, aiming to drive critical conversations and
action. At the summit, new declarations were made aiming to
progress women’s economic empowerment and equality, in
education, in the home and in the workplace. For example, P&G
has set targets for deliberately investing behind women-owned suppliers and has introduced a new paid parental leave scheme with a
minimum 8 weeks of paid leave for all new parents, and additional 6 weeks recovery leave for birth mothers.
P&G also partners with WEConnect International on hosting the successful Women Entrepreneurs Development Program in Singapore.
Through this program, P&G provides training to women entrepreneurs to develop critical capabilities and help their business prosper.

We are grateful for P&G and their employee volunteers continued support and care for our
migrant workers’ community through their various COVID-19 relief support this past year,
including our most recent May Day Migrant Workers Celebration event. Just as how our migrant
workers have made sacrifices to stay safe, we want to also do likewise to continue supporting
them through the provision of care packs and essential items.
Mr. Yeo Guat Kwang | Chairman, Migrant Workers’ Centre
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Xylem is dedicated to solving the world’s most challenging water
issues. We strive to make an impact through our work and
through our actions in our own communities.
Xylem Watermark was created 11 years ago to provide access
to safe water and education
As a part of this mission, Xylem Watermark, the company’s
corporate citizenship platform, was founded more than eleven
years ago. The program is an integral part of realizing Xylem’s
vision: a world where water issues are no longer a barrier to
human health, prosperity and sustainable development. Xylem
Watermark’s mission is to provide education and access to safe
water to ensure healthy lives, gender equality, and resilient
communities.
Our areas of focus to create powerful social impact that
changes lives:
•
Awareness & education
•
Disaster response
•
Water stewardship & WASH access
•
Youth empowerment
•
Employee & stakeholder engagement
•
Partnerships & innovation
Give 1% employee time and 1% company profits to waterrelated causes and education by 2025
We work with leading international and local nonprofits, including
Mercy Corps, UNICEF USA, Water For People, Earth Echo, Planet
Water, Citizens Giving, Americares, Red Cross Singapore,
Children Cancer Foundation (Singapore), Daughters of Tomorrow
(Singapore), Children’s Wishing Well (Singapore). The company
amplifies the impact of Watermark through an employee
engagement program launched in 2016. We encourage
employees and stakeholders to take action to address global
water challenges by volunteering their time, providing pro-bono
skilled expertise, donating in-kind technology and product, and
making corporate matched monetary donations. Their volunteer
work and financial contributions advance sustainable solutions.
Across Asia, our employees are actively involved in helping local
communities, such as by constructing aqua towers to provide
clean, potable water to residents and schools in need. In
Singapore, we focus on partnering with local non-profits to
create awareness about environmental issues and educate
youth about water issues, while our employees regularly
participate in clean-up activities.
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Despite an unprecedented pandemic, Xylem was able to reach
more people than ever
Despite an unprecedented pandemic that has brought many
unexpected challenges, Xylem employees’ continued to donate
their volunteer hours, donation dollars and passion for solving
water. Throughout 2020, Xylem Watermark was able to reach
more people than ever through funding, education programs and
awareness efforts. May of our employees found ways to
volunteer in a virtual environment or clean-up their local
waterway. In the face of the pandemic, Xylem also directly
supported COVID-19 relief through volunteerism, matching
employee and business partner donations and providing
community grants. Our employees in Singapore nominated and
raised funds for HOME ((Humanitarian Organization for
Migration Economics) and Children’s Wishing Well with COVID-19
response activities, and the company matched their donation at
a rate of 2:1. This commitment to communities both at home and
around the world enabled Xylem Watermark to exceed the
company’s 2020 impact goals, during this extraordinary time.
Let’s Solve Water. Together.
The water crisis is too big for any one organization to solve alone.
Let’s collaborate to create solutions, scale impact and make a
sustainable difference.

Thank you to the volunteers who have been watching our children every week while we were
attending classes in the evening. My two daughters were always looking forward to the exciting
activities arranged by the volunteers. They were so happy and had a great experience they will
never forget. It brings me joy. Again, thank you for supporting me and my girls!

Daughters of Tomorrow
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Moody’s social investing strategy focuses on driving progress and
measurable impact in our complex and changing world by building
more inclusive economies, stronger communities, and an
environmentally sustainable future. To achieve these goals, we focus
our social investing in three key areas: empowering people with
financial knowledge, activating an environmentally sustainable future,
and helping young people reach their potential. Underpinning this
effort is the commitment of our employees to giving their time and
expertise to help our communities, which was evidenced even
through the pandemic.
Following the onset of the COVID-19, we focused our efforts on
helping our nonprofit partners to navigate the uncertainties of the
pandemic and continue to support their beneficiaries. This was done
through a combination of supplementary funding, volunteering and
strategic pro bono support. Between the adaptability of our partners
and commitment of our employees, we were able to provide crucial
support globally.
In Singapore, we helped women business owners through the
Moody’s and WEConnect International ‘Financing your Growing
Business’ program. Ten Moody’s volunteers delivered training to 28
women business owners in Singapore and Malaysia as part of a twoday virtual bootcamp. Participants were able to benefit from the
expertise of our employees on topics such as credit, financial
statements, goal planning, sources of financing, and capital planning.
The interactive sessions allowed participants to develop their own
capital planning strategy, network with our experts and peers, and
develop crucial skills for growing their enterprises.
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Improving Lives through Science at 3M
3M applies science to improve lives and build sustainable communities through social investments and engagement of 3Mers
worldwide. 3M supports initiatives in areas such as education, community vibrancy and environment to provide solutions to some of
humanity’s greatest challenges.
3M Singapore has supported the annual 3M Moves @ South East (previously known as 3M Step-Up Challenge) in partnership with the
South East Community Development Council since 2013. This fitness-and-charity program rallies the community to exercise together to
raise 3M products for those in need. Since 2013, 3M has donated over S$1.3 million of products to 25,700 beneficiaries.
In Singapore, 3M has a diverse ecosystem of partnerships to advance STEM education which also reaches out to the under-resourced
and underrepresented groups. These initiatives increase students’ interest in science through fun and interactive experiences that bring
science to life. Since 2007, more than 600 3M volunteers have engaged 10,000+ students through the 3M Science Outreach Program and
collaborations with partners such as Ministry of Education, School of Science and Technology, Science Centre Singapore and United
Women Singapore.
Innovation Program (IvP) – Since 2007, 3M Singapore supported the Ministry of Education’s IvP. During which, 3M mentors and
volunteers share insights on science and innovation with students to let students discover how science could be fun and applied to reallife scenarios.
SST-3M InnoScience Challenge – 3M Singapore has partnered the School of Science and Technology, Singapore (SST) in the SST-3M
InnoScience Challenge since 2015 to inspire millennials to innovate for our community and future by harnessing sustainable
technologies and creative thinking. Last year’s champion developed a solution which aims to remind users to maintain a proper posture
to lessen risks associated with poor back health.
Girls2Pioneers Program – In February 2021, 3M Singapore launched a partnership with non-profit United Women Singapore to advance
its Girls2Pioneers program. The year-long program aims to provide 1,750 disadvantaged girls, aged 13 to 17 years old, with high-quality
STEM education opportunities, and to encourage the next generation of women in the field. It consists of a comprehensive range of
activities, including a six-month mentorship program involving 3M volunteers, STEM hands-on day camps and workshops.
3M Tinkering Headstart @ South West Program – In April 2021, 3M Singapore partnered with the Science Centre Singapore to launch
the inaugural 3M Tinkering Headstart @ South West program. Close to 600 beneficiaries are expected to benefit from the initiative, with
200 from the South West District. Aimed at providing access to quality STEM education to children aged seven to 12 from underprivileged
families, the year-long program comprises up to 15 tinkering workshops to spark their curiosity in science and highlights the important
role it plays in their daily lives.

South East CDC has always enjoyed the strong partnership with 3M Singapore as we work
together towards the common goal of benefitting the community. 3M Moves @ South East has
successfully completed its eighth edition in 2020, inculcating in all residents and partners that
every individual’s efforts matter when it comes to doing good for the vulnerable in the
community, and no effort will be considered too small. We look forward to reaching out and
strengthening our community together with the continued partnership with 3M.
Mr. Fahmi Aliman | Mayor of South East District
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At Align Technology, transforming smiles and changing lives is important to us. However, that is just our starting point. Giving back
to the community by dedicating our time, talents and resources to make a positive difference in the lives of others through
philanthropic work has always been key in Align’s culture. Hence, in line with that purpose of changing lives, the core CSR team in
Singapore known as Smiles@Align, consisting of eight voluntary employees, was formed in July 2020 as part of a ground-up initiative
to contribute back to communities of diverse backgrounds.
Serving the Community
As part of the team’s effort, more than 10 CSR events were organized in partnership with five beneficiaries spanning over six months
from July 2020 to December 2020. The beneficiaries that the team had decided to work with included Food from the Heart, Daughters
of Tomorrow, Willing Hearts – The Soup Kitchen, Waterways Watch Society and Yellow Ribbon.
Volunteers were involved in various activities such as packing of non-perishable food items that had been donated, cleaning, washing
and preparation of ingredients to be cooked, learning about and clearing of litter at litter hot-spots located along waterways as well
as conducting online workshops on various relevant and useful topics to women from low-income backgrounds. These CSR events
engaged more than 50 volunteers who contributed a total of more than 220 volunteer hours.
Fundraising
Aside from the CSR events, the Smiles@Align team had also organized two fundraising campaigns - Align Olympics Charity Miles
where employees pledged to run a target distance within a month and MasterChef where the company’s Asia Pacific Leadership Team
prepared various dishes to be sold to employees. These fundraising activities had garnered the support of Align employees, enabling
the team to raise more than $4,000. With the company matching the amount by 1:2, more than $12,000 was raised – allowing the
team to exceed their goal of $10,000.

We love your enthusiasm in making a difference for disadvantaged women. Your team’s sharing
of resources, talent and fundraising towards our cause has made it possible for us to conduct
job-ready workshops and career centre programmes to help women, like Kalsom. Kalsom
completed a tailored 6-week structured programme with us and secured a job. Your
extraordinary giving spirit enabled us to serve 192 other women in FY2020, equipping them with
the skills to bridge the digital divide during the pandemic. Thank you for your contribution and
we look forward to your on-going support to deliver our mission.
Dress for Success Singapore
I would like to convey my sincere appreciation to your team and you for conducting the Dental
workshop. The talk was impactful, and our residents were talking about it for a week. Some
even took the step forward to book a dental appointment and shared the knowledge with their
loved ones. HEB-Ashram is grateful for the extra mile you went by decorating our place since it
was the season’s greetings. You brought the festive mood for the residents. Once again, thank
you for all the effort and time spent to provide a beneficial workshop and to create an inclusive
environment for our residents. Hope to have you on board every year to conduct similar
programs.
HEB-Ashram Halfway House
CORPORATE AND SOCIETAL ACTION: RECOGNITION FOR EXCELLENCE IN SINGAPORE AWARDS 2021
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In Singapore, AT&T and WarnerMedia’s community engagement efforts span a wide range of causes and community needs. AT&T and
WarnerMedia employees in Singapore play a critical role in community engagement. They have been actively involved in charity and
volunteer events and non-profit organisations.
Community engagement initiatives are geared towards making a positive impact in the Singapore community.
•

With Junior Achievement, we mentor young secondary school students through Job Shadowing and Work Experience programmes.
These programmes help prepare young minds and provide the skills needed to get and keep good jobs.

•

Our employees also participate in spring cleaning projects through Willing Hearts. These projects focus on elderly rental unit
residents, by helping to provide them with a clean and safe living environment.

•

Through Food From the Heart and Food Bank Singapore, our employees play an instrumental role in sorting and packing food
donations and by preparing and cooking meals for communities in need, including the elderly, disabled, children from single-parent
families, migrant workers and low income families.

•

We spend time with the residents at the Red Cross Singapore Home for the Disabled and the Yishun Community Hospital. We also
celebrated Diwali with patients at the Marsling Day Hospice and Serangoon Day Hospice through games, lunch, and good company!

•

We celebrated Halloween through a Pasar Malam (“night market”) competition where employees sold Halloween-themed food and
beverages in support of ReadAble, a non-profit which runs English literacy classes for children from low-income families.

Through the many programs and initiatives outlined, we work to be good corporate citizens in the Singapore community. We know strong
communities help make our company stronger.

AT&T has been a great partner in our work-readiness initiatives particularly for our JA Job
Shadow program since 2012. AT&T volunteers had enthusiastically spent time with Secondary
3 students to provide an insight of what work life is like. The students appreciate the rare
opportunity to tour the AT&T facilities as well as engage in a career discussion with the
volunteers.
Junior Achievement
Making a difference is a core value at AT&T. AT&T’s support for Food from the Heart, both
financially and through staff voluntarism at our warehouse have helped convert food donations
to meals on the tables for our beneficiaries. We thank AT&T for being a treasured partner and
we look forward to doing more good together.
Food From The Heart
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For nearly nine decades, Baxter has been making a meaningful difference for patients and creating lasting social, environmental and
economic value in the communities we serve. Our employees are passionate about our mission to Save and Sustain Lives which is
reflected in our portfolio of products, our emphasis on environmental stewardship, our commitment to innovation and our
uncompromising dedication to responsible business practices across the globe.
In Singapore, we are proud to support initiatives that make a positive impact through our long-standing CSR Programme. In 2020/2021
we supported several organisations, including: Lions Befrienders, an organisation working with lonely and socially isolated seniors. Arc
Children’s Centre, an independent community support group dedicated to helping children with cancer and rare diseases.
In 2021, we were proud to launch the ‘Singapore BaxCare Fund’, to make a meaningful difference to our People, Patients and the
Community at large.
•

From Digital Capability Building to recognizing the critical work of our employees in manufacturing, investing in our People is a key
pillar of these endeavour.

•

Baxter is also committed to providing support for economically challenged Patients, in partnership with Singapore Government
restructured hospitals, and other institutions.

•

Baxter has partnered with Singapore Community Chest, to support a variety of initiatives around mental health, children with special
needs and/or disabilities.

•

Finally, we are proud to have collaborated with the National University of Singapore (NUS) to provide a healthcare award for Nursing/
Pharmacy students.

The University recently received a gift that will provide bursaries for one Pharmacy student and
one Nursing student each year. Our deepest gratitude to Baxter for their generous gift, and to
the BaxCare Fund Committee including our very own alumnus, Mr Wang Kaiye (Class of ’11), for
championing this cause.
NUS Department of Pharmacy
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Cargill provides corporate support to select national and global nonprofit and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) that serve
communities in which we have a business presence. We support partners working within our focus areas of nourishing our world,
protecting our planet, and enriching our communities.
Through more than 350 Cargill Cares Councils, our employees around the world contribute millions of dollars and lend more than 100,000
hours of their time and talent to volunteer activities that have a local impact.
In Singapore, Cargill Cares programs are built upon four foundations: Diversity, Ownership & Commitment, Creating Positive Impact &
Awareness, and Cargill Principles & Values. Our activities range from lesson sharing to primary school students in Healthy Food,
Environmental Sustainability, and Career in the Food Industry, to hot-meals & essential household items distribution through our food
bank partners.
Some of Cargill Cares Singapore beneficiary partners:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Junior Achievement
Willing Hearts
Apex Bukit Timah
ComCare Toa Payoh
SG Serve
REACH
People’s Association – Kaki Bukit
Beyond Social Services
Migrant Workers Centre
Project Kind Heart Asia
Young Women’s Christian Association of Singapore (YWCA)
Persatuan Pemudi Islam Singapura (PPIS)
AMK Family Service Centre
Singapore Pakistani Association

At Cargill, we are committed to feeding the world in a safe and responsible way, reducing our environmental impact and improving the
communities where we live and work. We are passionate about our purpose to be the global leader in nourishing people and operating
responsibly across the agricultural, food, industrial and financial markets we serve.

On behalf of the families served by AMKFSC Community Services, we would like to thank Cargill
for the generous donation of refurbished laptops. With your generous contribution, our families
can now ensure that their children are involved and can participate in the home-based learning
set up by the respective schools in real time. We recognise that it will be a long recovery journey
for these families, and with your generous gift, we hope that these families would come out
stronger during this tough period and no child left out on their education.
AMK Family Service Centre
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Social Investment & Social Impact
Citi is committed to making a positive difference to the underserved in society. Since 2002, Citi has made over S$23 million worth of
social investments in Singapore through Citi Foundation grants, partnering universities and community organisations on the focus areas
of financial inclusion and enabling youth economic opportunities. Through these programmes, we have trained over 13,000 teachers,
1,400 social workers, and 500 tertiary students in financial literacy, benefited more than 340,000 students, 40,000 tertiary young adults,
and 6,000 mature women, and mobilised over 170,000 volunteers for the social service sectors. Additionally, the Citi-YMCA Youth For
Causes (YFC), a Citi Foundation programme, has raised more than S$10 million for the charities under the President’s Challenge since
its inception in 2003.
COVID-19 Community Response to Support the Vulnerable
Citi embarked on three key COVID-19 community response initiatives to deliver immediate relief to frontline workers and populations
within communities most impacted, as well as longer-term community investment that focuses on continued access to food and
education:
•

US$150,000 to YMCA of Singapore that provided over 54,000 complimentary meals and grocery packs. The initiative supported
more than 1,700 vulnerable persons including seniors, persons with special needs, lower-income families, migrant workers, and
hawkers and private transport service hirers;

•

S$150,000 to support students from disadvantaged backgrounds with daily allowance through the Straits Times School Pocket
Money Fund (STSPMF), and access to education through Business Times Budding Artists Fund (BTBAF) – this is in addition to the
S$240,000 raised through Citi & Partners charity initiative, bringing the total amount raised for the two Funds to close to S$400,000
for 2020;

•

S$176,000 raised through an organisation-wide employee fundraising campaign, “Citi Supports HOME”, for Humanitarian
Organization for Migration Economics (HOME) in support of migrant workers.

Citi Singapore has also declined payouts under the government’s Jobs Support Scheme (JSS) to allow others with a greater need for
assistance to benefit instead.
Alignment with Global Citizenship Movements
Citi has intentionally aligned its citizenship initiatives in Singapore to global movements such as promoting social inclusion through its
global partnership with the International Paralympic Committee, as well as social entrepreneurship, youth empowerment and
employability by partnering the United National Development Programme and the National Youth Council to launch APAC’s largest youth
social entrepreneurship movement, Youth Co:Lab, in Singapore.
Recognition
Citi Singapore was conferred the Champion of Good 2020, and was the sole recipient of the prestigious 2018 President’s Award for
Volunteerism & Philanthropy in the Corporate, Large Enterprise category. Citi Singapore was also given the People’s Association
Community Spirit Award 2020 for its partnership excellence, and the OpenGov Recognition of Excellence Award 2019 for implementing
green initiatives that combat climate change and contribute to Singapore's Sustainable Future goals.

We still have such compassionate and warm-hearted volunteers delivering food to our doors, to
each of us who need a little bit of support during this pandemic. I am very grateful and very
happy as I eat the meals. I want to say a huge thank you to all involved.
Mdm Koh Bee Eng | Beneficiary of the YMCA Food for Good Program
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To address the issue of packaging waste and marine debris around Singapore’s coastal areas, Coca-Cola Singapore partnered the
Singapore Paddle Club on a year-long initiative called ‘Ocean Clean Up, Adopt an Island’ to conduct regular beach clean-ups to remove
marine litter from Lazarus Island, with support from The Coca-Cola Foundation.
The initiative saw over 730 participants and over 5,300kg of plastic and non-plastic waste collected and removed from the island. Each
beach clean-up was typically combined with a day of outdoor sporting activity, allowing participants to see first-hand how beautiful the
ocean is and emphasized the importance of keeping its waters clean. Not only has the initiative raised awareness about the issue of
marine debris in Singapore, it has helped to drive behavioral change, with more of the general public independently visiting the island to
support clean-up efforts. The initiative also exceeded its initial target of 24 clean-ups, completing a total of 32 clean-ups by the end of
2020.
This initiative is part of Coca-Cola’s global World Without Waste agenda that aims to help collect and recycle the equivalent of 100% of
its packaging by 2030, including working with local partners and communities to clean up marine litter.
Today, the main beach at Lazarus Island maintains a consistent state of low to no plastics and the Singapore Paddle Club is actively
looking for solutions to collect very small pieces of polystyrene. The initiative has expanded to include more communities, including
tertiary education institutes such as National University of Singapore.

Our partnership with The Coca-Cola Foundation and Coca-Cola Singapore to clean up Lazarus
Island transformed into a mass event for our club and the communities that we touch. The
beach clean-ups started to attract large crowds of volunteers so much so that we had to
increase the frequency. Our Singapore Paddle Club members also brought their families,
colleagues, and school mates. Using our canoes we were able to reach parts of the beach that
are not always easily accessible; it also gave the opportunity to participants to see first-hand
how marine debris float and embed themselves in remote parts.
Frederic Cabay | President, Singapore Paddle Club
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At Corning Singapore, our holistic approach to corporate social responsibility balances activities themed on “Giving” (supporting our
community), “Being” (promoting wellness), and “Sustaining” (protecting our environment) to make positive and meaningful differences.
A small office (with less than 60 employees), we have a large and spirited company heart.
Despite 2020 being a challenging year for in-person philanthropic events, we were pleased to have supported a self-defense class for
International Women’s day, “Recycled Art” and “Adopt a Plant” activities for environmental awareness, and various remote engagement
activities working from home during the Circuit Breaker to foster team engagement and employee spirit.
Our main fund-raising activity – the virtual “Corning Wellness Challenge” – helped to raise almost $20,000 for our local charity partner,
the Singapore Disability Sports Council. The challenge enabled Corning employees in the region to virtually participate, motivate and
share the successes of their colleagues’ individual wellness achievements which included weight-loss targets, fitness, arts and crafts,
and lifestyle-related challenges. This event helped our Corning colleagues to collectively “be well and do well” together during the difficult
COVID-19 period.

We have been very worried about our beneficiaries being forgotten or side-stepped in this
climate, where sport has been labelled as ‘non-essential’. Ironically, it is also through this
climate that more people have started to realise how important physical activity is to our
physical, mental and social well-being – benefits that we have continually tried to emphasise as
“essential” for our beneficiaries. The strong support from the Corning family and their partners
this year is thus a remarkable demonstration of their “wokeness”. We are crossing our fingers
that this would help others step forward.
Ms. Kelly Fan | Executive Director, SDSC
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Driven by our inclusion, innovation and sustainability priorities, Dow’s citizenship programs in Singapore are designed to cultivate
inclusive leadership, develop a ready workforce, and spark sustainable innovation.
Inclusive leadership speaks of our belief in collaboration to develop inclusive leaders in our society that can inspire a positive change.
Together with our beneficiary, Autism Association (Singapore), we continue to build awareness of the autism community, nurture an
environment that encourages openness and acceptance of this community, so that autistic people have a place in our society. We do this
through various activities including fundraising to support AA(S)’ integration programs and vocational trainings for autistic adults. We
also helped open the second Eden Center for Adults which aims to improve the quality of life of these adults and painted one of their
centers. In understanding people with autism better, our employees have also engaged the community in activities such as walks.
As a materials science company, we want to ensure that Singapore has a ready workforce of next-generation problem solvers and
thinkers. Working with the National University of Singapore and Nanyang Polytechnic, we challenge students to solve today’s problems
such as relieving landfill load, minimizing noise pollution, and reducing indoor temperatures. Specifically, we encourage problem solving
by employing science and technology, and at the same time, harness sustainability and circular economy approaches. These young
minds have also contributed to part of the methodology to our ongoing nationwide used shoe collection program which recycles used
sports shoes into sports infrastructure. This is sustainable innovation.
Mitigating climate change impacts is another area we focus on. We look at why plastic waste should not belong in our environment and
began conversations with our stakeholders and community around ownership and responsible waste management. Dow’s global
#PullingOurWeight clean ups is an example how a simple activity can spark a mindset change and start a discussion on second life for
plastics/ materials. In Singapore, we collaborate with Habitat for Humanity as well as our stakeholders and community.
Our employees are key drivers of our programs. We believe in leading through action and engaging for impact. Collaborating across the
value chain has also resulted in great ideas and processes, and ultimately, a better society for everyone.

Autism Association (Singapore) has had the pleasure of working with Dow for the past nine
years and always valued their ideas and experience in organizing a myriad of activities to
support our adult clients on the autism spectrum lead meaningful, independent and dignified
lives. The cooperation and dedication displayed by their team ensured help was always
accorded to the Association whenever it was required. Such professionalism by Dow has also
led to several successful advocacy programmes and fundraising ventures between the
organizations. The Association looks forward to this intimate and robust partnership with Dow
for many more years to come.
Autism Association (Singapore)
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In our efforts to help fund cancer research carried out by the Conquer Cancer ASCO Foundation, we reached out to medical oncologists
in Asia, Middle East and Africa and requested them to make a pledge for World Cancer Day on 4 February 2020. For every pledge made,
we donated a stipulated amount to the Foundation to help fund their research efforts to help conquer cancer.
The aim of this CSR campaign was to encourage oncologists to support the adoption of liquid biopsies like the Guardant360® test in
clinical practice so that more cancer patients can be genotyped and receive appropriate treatment for their cancer sooner. Another
motivation behind this campaign was the importance of supporting organizations who are conducting research and development for
new innovations and clinical studies so that oncologists can have access to advanced diagnostics for early cancer detection and be able
to bend the mortality curve and cost curves for cancer patients.
Above and beyond this CSR campaign, during this COVID-19 pandemic, we have begun offering mobile phlebotomy services to our
patients with advanced stage cancer in many countries by getting phlebotomists to go to cancer patients’ homes, get their blood drawn
and tested at our laboratory. These cancer patients are a vulnerable group and have a higher risk of COVID-19 infections and therefore
many of them find it unsafe and difficult to travel to clinics and hospitals. Moreover, many hospitals were unable to schedule invasive
tissue biopsies due to COVID-19 measures which resulted in significant delays for cancer treatment. With these mobile phlebotomy
services in place, the treating oncologists who order the Guardant360® test receive the results within seven days upon blood sample
receipt in the laboratory. The comprehensive genomic profiling information from these test results help to guide treatment decisions for
cancer patients. This patient-centric approach is what drives us to constantly move the needle and do our part to help patients with
advanced stage cancer in Asia, Middle East and Africa.

Advanced stage cancer patients who require urgent treatment and may have high risk for tissue
biopsy would benefit from Guardant360. I strongly believe in fast action against growing
tumour and Guardant360 has made this possible in my clinic.
Professor Byoung Chul Cho

Division of Medical Oncology in Yonsei Cancer Centre
Conquer Cancer ASCO Foundation, Seoul, Korea
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Herbalife Nutrition is a global nutrition company. Through its corporate social responsibility efforts, Herbalife Nutrition supports the
Herbalife Nutrition Foundation (HNF). Created in 1994 by Herbalife Nutrition Founder, Mark Hughes (1956-2000), HNF is a global nonprofit foundation dedicated to improving the lives of children around the world. We envision a world where every child has equal access
to healthy nutrition.
HNF funds grants to charitable organizations though its flagship program – Casa Herbalife Nutrition by providing children with the
nourishment, care, and education they need to reach their full potential. Today we provide millions of dollars in funding to 171
orphanages, hospitals, schools and organizations in over 61 countries and serve nearly 120,000 children every year.
HNF has been partnering with a local non-profit organization – Children’s Wishing Well (CWW), in helping children and youths live healthily
and have access to good nutrition by participating in two programs – Fresh gRoceries in Every Student’s Home (FRESH) and Hot Lunch.
Under the FRESH Program, our in-house nutritionist will conduct a pre-session briefing which includes tips on reading nutrition labels, and
the kind of healthy food they should select. Volunteers will then be paired up with children from low-income families to shop for what
they really like and need, within a budget of $30 per child. Through this program, the children will learn about nutrition, budgeting, and
decision-making – skills which will have a broader, long-term impact on their lives.
COVID-19 has impacted different strata of society unequally. Many low-income families with children are greatly affected by the
pandemic, such as reduced income or loss of employment. CWW has extended their help to as many children and their families as
possible during this challenging period. One of which is the Hot Lunch program. CWW provided cooked lunch for takeaway during the
circuit breaker period and dine-in during centre operation hours. This is to ensure that no disadvantaged child goes hungry, and they have
at least one healthy meal each day.
Extending our CSR efforts beyond Children’s Wishing Well, we have also reached out to local hospitals to provide in-kind contributions of
our nutrition products. This is a gesture of appreciation to frontliners’ incredible efforts, as they have been selfless in providing aid and
comfort to the sick and assisting those in recovery. Recipient institutions include Alexandra Hospital, Changi General Hospital, National
University Hospital, Ng Teng Fong General Hospital and Sengkang General Hospital.

It’s hard to remember that there is still a segment of disadvantaged and vulnerable population
within our midst, even in a developed country like Singapore. COVID-19 has further impacted
these lower-income families significantly, resulting in loss of employment and income.
Herbalife Nutrition Singapore understood the situation and needs of these families with young
children and has been funding two programs run by Children’s Wishing Well to support the
nutritional needs of these children – Fresh gRoceries for Every Student’s Home (FRESH) and
Hot Lunch. These programs not only provide regular and nutritious food for the children; they
empower the children to learn valuable life skills such as nutrition, budgeting, and decisionmaking.
In 2020, their funding has helped to support 115 children and provided 7,680 meals. Herbalife
Nutrition Singapore has set the standard for corporate social responsibility, and Children’s
Wishing Well is honored to have this opportunity to work with them to create a more caring and
inclusive society.
Ms. Joanna Tan | Chief Executive Officer, Children’s Wishing Well
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At Johnson & Johnson, as the world’s largest and most broad- based healthcare company, we are committed to using our reach and size
for good.
In 2016, Johnson & Johnson made a commitment to United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals to dedicate our expertise, ideas
and ingenuity. We narrowed our focus to concentrate on strengthening healthcare systems and the workforce to help vulnerable
communities survive, thrive and live well, especially in the focus areas of Mental Health, Women’s & Children’s Health, Essential Surgery,
and Eye Health. In Singapore, we have decided to weigh in more on Mental Health and collaborated with the likes of Caregiver Alliance
Limited, Singapore Association of Mental Health, and Silver Ribbon on several employee volunteering programs.
We strongly believe in galvanizing partners, connecting communities, and leveraging our employees to make a great impact. We’ve been
collaborating with Junior Achievement, a global non-profit youth organization, to provide Virtual CV & Interview Skills workshops to
support students from tertiary institutes, colleges, and universities to enhance their employability. This year, we have launched Bridge to
Employment program in partnership with Jurongville Secondary School (JVS) with an objective to increase the number of students who
enroll in post-secondary education; and increase the number of students pursuing Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics,
Manufacturing, and Design (STEM2D) careers.
We’ve also forged strong partnerships with social enterprises. We’ve partnered with Dagiz, a Singapore based woman-owned social
enterprise, wherein employees contributed time and talent to conduct virtual storytelling to children from low-income families or singleparent families during the Circuit Breaker. We also supported 20+ social enterprises to help solve real business problems through
Business Clinics in partnership with EMPACT and raiSE.
Currently, we are seeking innovative and efficient solutions to social challenges such as deploying innovative finance models or impact
investments in addition to more traditional grants. An innovative finance structure we are exploring is Social Impact Bonds or Pay-forSuccess models for funding effective healthcare interventions. This type of outcomes-based financing strategy directly and measurably
improves the lives of people in need by driving resources towards results. Through the Johnson & Johnson Impact Ventures that was
launched in 2019, we are exploring investment opportunities in Southeast Asia, with Singapore as a hub. We see the greatest
opportunities for impact in two areas: solutions that enable health workers to thrive and deliver quality care and digital health platforms
that facilitate access to healthcare for low-income communities.

Bridge to Employment opens doors of opportunities for students to learn how what they learn
in school is relevant in the world out there. Through this partnership, we hope that the students
will be inspired and learn skills that would prepare them for the challenges beyond Secondary
school.
Ms. Jo-Ann Lee | Head of Science Department, JVS

In future, this BTE program will enable me to use my passion and skills to help people all over
the world.
Zahira | Year 2 Student, JVS
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Responses To COVID-19
When COVID-19 pandemic struck the world last year, Kemin Care Committee (Kemin Asia’s cross-functional CSR team) knew we had to
do our part to help. A donation drive was initiated to purchase and donate surgical masks for the needy communities in Singapore and
APAC countries. Each dollar from the employee was matched with equivalent dollar donation from the company.
Mask Donation to Migrant Workers’ Centre
In June 2020, Kemin Care Committee delivered surgical face masks to the Singapore Migrant Workers’ Centre (MWC). The migrant
workers staying in dormitories were the most impacted communities by the disease in Singapore. MWC is one of the welfare
organizations aiding and supporting all the migrant workers during this crisis. As corporate citizens, we felt that this was our way to
support the country through the difficult time.
Mask Donation to Senior Activity Centres
Before the pandemic, Kemin Care had consistently collaborated with senior activity centers, Tembusu and CARElderly to distribute
necessities to the senior and underprivileged residents. In July 2020, even with the pandemic, Kemin Care continued this collaboration
to donate surgical masks to these residents.
Mask Donation to Front-liners
Kemin understand the challenges faced by the medical front-liners and the severe shortages of PPE during the initial outbreak of this
disease. In July 2020, Mr. Hashimoto Masafumi, Sales Director of Kemin Japan supported by our staff in Japan reached out to Tokyo
Medical University Hospital* and donated Kemin Care Packs for the medical staff. Each care pack contained surgical masks, sanitizing
wet tissue, and immune health supplements. (Note : *Tokyo Medical University Hospital is one of the designated COVID-19 treatment
hospitals in Japan.)
CSR Collaboration with Key Customers
Kemin recognizes the importance of collaborating with key customers beyond our normal businesses. Back in 2019, Kemin reached out
to Cargill Cares Vietnam (CSR arm of our customer, Cargill Vietnam) and sponsored the building of libraries in two schools located in the
rural provinces.
In June 2020, Kemin was invited to participate in the School Inauguration Ceremony of Che Le Primary School, one of two schools we
had sponsored the building of libraries. Two of Kemin Vietnam colleagues Nho and Nghia represented Kemin to attend this inauguration
ceremony. The school was located in the mountainous region of Vietnam and was extremely difficult to access.
The villagers and government officials were all very happy to see that the school has finally been built as the construction was delayed
due to the COVID-19 outbreak then. It was so heartening to see the many happy faces from both teachers and students who attended
the ceremony. Cargill Vietnam had also shared their appreciation for Kemin’s collaboration and hope both companies can continue to
work closely together.

In times like this, they were appreciative that Kemin had reached out to render our support for
the migrant workers.
Mr. R V Sathish Naidu | Head of Unions & Project, Singapore Migrant Workers’ Centre (MWC)
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2020 Social and Community Impact
2020 was an unprecedented year where Kimberly-Clark Corp was guided by our value for caring – caring for our people and their families,
our consumers and most importantly those in need, especially those who have suddenly found themselves in a vulnerable position.
Kimberly-Clark took an innovative, targeted, approach to COVID-19 relief efforts in Asia Pacific, that reflected an integral core value of
the company – to care for communities that we operate in. Across 13 markets and working with two dozen grassroots organizations,
we delivered carefully calibrated aid to those who needed it most. Many multinationals decided to make significant, but purely financial
donations, which made a positive difference. At Kimberly-Clark, globally we had supported several large non-profit organisations to help
the most underserved communities, especially those greatly affected by the pandemic and in Asia Pacific, we focused to provide
context-specific support to address the needs of vulnerable groups by leveraging our core business of household essentials, sanitation
and hygiene products. We also supported local mental health and education initiatives that were crucial to communities suffering from
the pandemic.
In Singapore, where the APAC regional office is headquartered in, Kimberly-Clark embarked on a focused commitment to help the
vulnerable elderly, partnering with the Agency for Integrated Care and Singapore Red Cross, through a donation of adult continence pants
and household essential items, such as Facial and Bathroom Tissues, Kitchen Towels and Wet Wipes.
In addition to COVID-19 pandemic relief efforts, Kimberly-Clark Singapore continued with the on-going commitment to partners of the
Huggies Diaper Bank to ensure families from Southwest CDC, Northwest CDC and KidStart (an ECDA initiated program) from low-income
backgrounds were still able to provide essential care for their babies and toddlers. In fact, the donations increased with more families
coming forward requesting for help from partners such as Southwest CDC as they faced the economic effects of the pandemic.

We would like to express our heartfelt gratitude to Kimberly-Clark for its generous sponsorship
of adult diapers and other essentials for the Singapore Red Cross’ customised care package
initiative. We have received positive feedback from our elderly beneficiaries that these products
have been very useful and indispensable to meeting their daily needs, especially amid the
ongoing pandemic. Kimberly-Clark's contribution has empowered us to deliver 2,346
customised care packages to the elderly in need. Thank you for being our partner in humanity!
Selene Ong | Acting Head, Community Resilience, Singapore Red Cross
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The KLA Foundation aims to support and create an active framework to support the communities in which KLA employees live and work.
The four main pillars of focus within the KLA Foundation are: STEM Education, Wellness, Community, and Diversity and Inclusion.
Over the past decade, KLA Foundation had worked with a host of social service agencies in Singapore to serve the community in different
innovative ways. Our engagements with various organizations like Rainbow Center, AWWA, Metta School and more recently, Lion
Befrienders, provided an opportunity for KLA Singapore and its employees to give back to the society.
Within KLA Singapore, a volunteer committee comprising of KLA Singapore employees will discuss and chart out the CSR direction in
consultation with employees and Management team. The committee is also often the organizing team to execute the CSR efforts and
work closely with the related parties to meet the CSR program intent.
One of the key initiatives during 2020/2021 was our KLA Care pack for the needy seniors in Singapore. Partnering Lion Befrienders and
engaging the services of SPD and Bizlink to pack the care packs, KLA and our volunteers distributed about 3,000 care packs across the
island. The project was selected after a series of needs assessment. There was a genuine need at the point of high dengue outbreak and
the COVID-19 pandemic. Among the selected seniors, many of them live alone in rental housing and needed help with getting daily
necessities when COVID-19 restrictions were in place and donations to many social service agencies dropped as a result of the poor
economy. The care pack, each weighing about 3kg, comprises of specially selected food and care items by Lion Befrienders brought
much smiles on the faces of the recipients.
On top of helping the underserved community of the needy seniors, KLA also worked out a collaboration plan with Singapore Science
Centre to run a 2 years program in 2021 and 2022 to promote STEM education to students who need help.
While enabling future technologies at work, KLA employees through the foundation are trying to bring smiles, hope, and self-reliance to
people’s lives.

I am very thankful for the volunteers who helped to deliver the rations to my house, as we can’t
walk. The food items were very good, we can eat whenever we are hungry.
Mdm Letchimi & Mariyaee | Beneficiary of Lion Befrienders

We received many essential items from the sponsors. These items are especially useful to
needy families like us. We sincerely thank you for your generosity and assistance. You have
made this world a better place for all.
Mr. Lim Ah Kau | Beneficiary of Lion Befrienders
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At Lenovo, we are focused on providing smarter technology that builds a bright, more sustainable future for our customers, colleagues,
communities and the planet.
Through Lenovo Foundation, we make social investments focused on STEM education and empowering diverse and under-resourced
populations. These themes are integral to the success of our business because we believe that innovation comes from everyone.
Lenovo’s philanthropy and CSR objectives are to partner with charitable organizations to diversify the talent pipeline in STEM by
increasing access and cultivating interest in these fields, engage employees in volunteerism, share our expertise and talents with
community members, and provide disaster response and recovery aligned to Lenovo’s charitable giving mission.
Our community outreach programs are led by People First Giving Back employee champions at local market level, directed by a Lenovo
Foundation Asia Pacific Lead with a centralized approach across business units and geographies to maximize impact and provide
continuity at the global level. The benefit of its positive message to employees can be seen in the growth metrics for Lenovo’s Global
Month of Service, our employee volunteering program which is at 21% in Asia Pacific even during COVID-19 pandemic.
In Singapore, Lenovo devices were loaned to students from Rainbow Centre and Beyond Social Services during the circuit break for home
based learning. Later these device loaned were converted to donations through National Council of Social Services. Another unique
STEM education program was initiated with Institute of Technical Education College to provide training to families supported by Rainbow
Centre, an organization that works with people with disabilities and Beyond Social Services, an organization that works with children and
youth from less privileged backgrounds to continue their education through home based learning. Lenovo employees provided digital
training to 130 young students who in turn are training other students, thus the title to the program ‘I Learn You Learn’ (ILUL) As of date
130 students have benefitted from the ILUL program.
We partnered with Marymount Centre to provide technology support to vulnerable women and children as well as City Community
Services which provides life skills training to primary school children from vulnerable families. While Lenovo devices were loaned to
support home based education, Lenovo volunteers trained the families with basic IT curriculum. In a collaboration with Citi Foundation,
Lenovo volunteers conducted Microbit and STEM coding classes for children of the Little Arts Academy supported by the Business
Times Budding Arts Fund. To support COVID affected families, our employees raised funds to support grocery vouchers for low income
senior citizens and collection drive of footwear for children and adults.

Lenovo gifted 50 of our students with a laptop each, enabling their home based learning during
a period of school closure during the COVID-19 pandemic. And going an extra mile, the team at
Lenovo conducted virtual lessons for our students, teaching them basic computer skills,
cybersecurity and Microsoft Office skills.
Rainbow Centre thanks the team at Lenovo for their generosity and belief in our mission. We are
deeply grateful for your partnership in enabling and empowering our students!
Ms. Tan Sze Wee | Executive Director, Rainbow Centre Singapore
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Marsh McLennan Singapore is a professional services firm committed to ‘advancing good’. Through its various volunteering activities,
the enterprise aims to make a difference in the moments that matter.
Beyond traditional volunteering, the enterprise is also committed to environmental, social and governance (ESG) considerations in our
decision and strategies.
The organization is proud to support initiatives and activities that make a positive impact in the community we operate in. In 2020, the
enterprise worked with several non-profit partners including Junior Achievement, Free Food for All, Food from the Heart, Soup Kitchen
and ACMI.

ACMI collaborated with Marsh McLennan in September 2020 to support marginalized and
vulnerable families and individuals during the pandemic. Together, we distributed care packs to
over 1,000 migrant workers living in dormitories, who required essential items such as masks,
sanitisers, biscuits, tea and other basic needs. Marsh McLennan also generously donated to
support 3 children from transnational families under our care, who required funds to continue
their education.
We are deeply grateful to Marsh McLennan for approaching us and contributing to our efforts
in supporting our migrants in need.
Archdiocesan Commission for the Pastoral Care of Migrants & Itinerants (ACMI)
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Maximus Asia: Improving Lives of Those We Serve
At Maximus, we recognize that our role as a business leader includes the responsibility to practice good corporate citizenship in our
workplaces and communities. We share a common purpose with our clients to improve the lives of those we serve by working with
governments and businesses to promote physical, mental, and social wellbeing.
Here in Singapore, we operate programs that support mid-career displaced workers find new employment opportunities, provide case
management services to recently released ex-offenders to stay in work, and deliver mental health training at workplaces for employees
and managers.

Employee Engagement
The spirit of volunteerism and giving runs high in our local team who are actively encouraged to introduce initiatives and campaigns to
support local organizations. During the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, we facilitated the ability for our staff to make donations directly
from their payrolls to the Migrant Worker’s Assistance Fund to support those living in migrant worker dormitories and were among the
most affected by the crisis. Maximus pledged a dollar-for-dollar matching donation for all monies raised.
In addition, we partner annually with MINDS to advance the aspirations, development, and well-being of persons with intellectual
disabilities. Most recently, our staff provided holiday goodie bags for their Clementi Training and Development Center and facilitated a
virtual handicraft workshop with their members from centers across Singapore, followed by a Christmas Carol sing-along. Following the
success of this program, the team facilitated a virtual Chinese New Year celebration with their members to usher in the Year of the Ox
which included exercises, storytelling, and more singing.

We are elated to have Maximus Asia as a partner to engage our clients who are persons with
intellectual disabilities, through clay-making, exercise, and story-telling sessions. The sessions
were conducted virtually over 2020 Christmas and 2021 Chinese New Year and served 70
clients. The activities lifted up our clients’ day, helping them feel happier and more engaged. As
a result, they listened better while going about their subsequent schedules at the center.
Vignette Ooi | Engagement Manager, MINDS
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As part of our commitment to the economic well‐being of our communities around the world, State Street is committed to supporting
education and workforce development for less‐advantaged populations. We manage giving programs in 38 communities around the
world. Across the globe, our employees also volunteer on regional committees, identifying needs and partnering with local nonprofits to
create meaningful change in the communities where we live and work.
We provide financial support to nonprofit organizations and matching of employee donations. We invest in high-performing nonprofit
organizations that support education, employability and employment opportunities for disadvantaged individuals, helping them gain the
skills and educational qualifications needed to secure sustainable employment in today’s knowledge-based, global economy. Our
Matching Gifts Program recognizes the charitable contributions made by our employees by monetizing volunteer time, matching
financial donations and supporting individual fundraising efforts. In 2020, made US$22.5 million in grants and matching gifts in 2020. In
light of COVID-19, State Street also made available US$1.2 million in global emergency COVID-19 relief to our grant partners. We also
added $2:$1 matching for organizations addressing the COVID-19 crisis and racial justice issues.
Our employees receive 32 paid hours a year to volunteer their time and service in local communities for causes they’re passionate about.
In 2020, State Street employees recorded a total of 35,125 volunteer hours globally in support of 463 unique community organizations.
Demonstrating our ability to adapt to challenges such as the pandemic, last summer we pivoted our Global Volunteer Week into a virtual
program, focused on virtual volunteering globally such as virtual career panels for students served by our grantees and virtual materials
drives for our nonprofits.
In Singapore, we have a committee made up of employees who advise on local grant funding decisions and lead employee engagement
efforts. In 2020, State Street made two grants to Association for Persons with Special Need (ASPN) and TOUCH. We also organized a
virtual exercise session with senior members of AWWA, a social service agency which serves persons of different demographics across
life-stages yearly. It’s Rehab and Day Care Centre (RDCC) started in October 1998 and supports people with physical disabilities and
seniors who have been discharged from hospitals and need rehabilitation.
Recently we also supported the Community Chest Heartstrings virtual Walk 2021 which is an annual event that showcases the
collaborative efforts between the community, public and private sectors to empower the lives of those in need, this year being the first
virtual event.

Our trainees grew in their self-worth and motivation as they earned an allowance while
undergoing structured learning such as pre-employment training, leather craft skills training and
office cleaning. They took pride in contributing to their family expenses and helping their
caregivers. The project also taught them to work as a team with other trainees.
Nasril Saat | Lifeskills Coach, TOUCH Ubi Hostel, TOUCH Community Services (TCS)
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Through purposeful investments, employee engagement and advocacy efforts, Boeing supports partnerships and programs that align
with our business, create value and help build better communities.
Boeing charitable grants drive positive, lasting change in the communities where our employees and their families live and work.
Between 2016 and 2020, Boeing and its employees invested more than 2,300 volunteer hours to achieve that goal in Singapore.
One of our more notable contributions include our partnership with Hagar Singapore, an international organization dedicated to the
recovery of women and children who have endured extreme abuses. Since 2017, Boeing Singapore has partnered with Hagar to help
fund value-added programs and services that help restore and reintegrate women who were trafficked into Singapore for sexual
exploitation and forced labor.
Boeing is also a huge proponent of environmental sustainability in Singapore. We are active participants in many community
initiatives organized by the Community Chest and Public Hygiene Council.

As a global logistics player, our social purpose lies in leveraging our network to put in motion FedEx Cares, our global engagement
program that has enabled us to do good for communities where our team members live and work.
Throughout the pandemic, the FedEx Singapore team has stood by our promise to deliver for good, facilitating critical delivery of PPE
to China, Italy, and the U.S. Our teams have been working around the clock to help expedite shipment of masks, batteries, and
ventilators – such as with an urgent delivery made from Temasek Foundation to Vietnam’s Ministry of Health for the No.1 Children
Hospital.
FedEx takes pride in giving back by nurturing business leaders of tomorrow and driving APAC’s economic growth by supporting SMEs.
In a long-standing collaboration with JA Asia Pacific, FedEx organizes the annual JA International Trade Challenge, a competition that
fosters entrepreneurship and international business acumen in aspiring student innovators across APAC markets.
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At J.P. Morgan, we focus our grants on workforce readiness and upskilling programs, designed to help youth gain skills relevant to
jobs of the future as well as support professionals transition into new career paths.
The Design Odyssey program – our initiative with the Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD) – is training 300+
students and 100 teachers on design innovation. We are working to incorporate elements of the program into Singapore’s educational
curriculum. Through our partnership with National University of Singapore, we re-trained 150 mid-career professionals and placed
them into jobs in the digital marketing field.
The Schools Challenge Singapore is being conducted virtually in 2021 with SUTD. This youth mentorship program empowers students
with STEM skills. We also launched the Virtual Service Corps program, a skills-based volunteer program designed to increase the
sustainability and resiliency of nonprofit organizations. Volunteering went virtual in 2020 and 400+ volunteers contributed
approximately 2,500 hours to the local community.

Marina Bay Sands’ commitment to Singapore extends far beyond helping achieve the country’s economic and tourism goals. The
integrated resort uses its unique resources and active team member volunteerism to help meet Singapore’s social needs and create
a positive impact in the local community.
Sands Cares, the integrated resort’s community engagement programme, aims to drive impact and inspire change through providing
shelter, food and services to vulnerable communities; supporting education and employment in the hospitality industry; promoting
and preserving culture and heritage; as well as supporting disaster resiliency. Through deep collaborations with its community
partners, the integrated resort aims to create a positive impact in Singapore.
Since 2012, Marina Bay Sands Team Members have contributed close to 62,000 hours towards meaningful causes in the local
community.
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PayPal strives to improve the financial health of individuals and businesses through various initiatives that empower local
communities. In 2020, through PayPal GIVES, employees participated in socially impactful projects comprising employee-led
donation drives, fundraisers and volunteerism that extended aid to frontline workers battling the COVID-19 pandemic, provided for
underprivileged children, and supported the elderly. PayPal also strives to advance our sustainability agenda by harnessing the
passion and creativity of our employees. For instance, Climate Week activities combined education and action – we helped
employees better understand sustainability concepts like zero waste and greenhouse gas emissions to decrease their environmental
impact. Skills-based volunteerism with Junior Achievements provided young adults with workforce readiness skills, and support
PayPal’s efforts to prepare the next generation of talent in Singapore. Given its strong sense of commitment and purpose towards the
community, PayPal continues to extend its support in the form of a growing number of impactful initiatives year on year.

Wiley’s colleagues are engaged and active members of the communities in which they live and work, and our global locations enable
us to have a far-reaching and wide-ranging impact. Whether volunteering to read to children, donating blood, organizing bake sales,
or collecting school supplies for children in need, Wiley colleagues give of their own time and money to help our neighbors around the
world. Our collaborative efforts highlight our firm belief that we—individually and collectively—are responsible to the communities in
which we live and work, and to the global communities we serve.
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South West Community Development Council
AmCham Partners South West CDC to Give Back to the Community
Supporting close to 1000 households through Adopt @ South West
Almost a thousand care packs have been distributed by members of the American Chamber of Commerce
(AmCham) in Singapore over the past two years to vulnerable residents in the South West District.
Organized in conjunction with AmCham’s annual Corporate Community Day (CCD), the chamber has been
collaborating with South West CDC under its Adopt @ South West program.
Since 2019, volunteers from AmCham and the U.S. Embassy in Singapore have gathered to distribute care
packs containing basic food supplies and necessities donated by AmCham member companies.
AmCham’s flagship CCD has been running for 16 years, and aims to help members of the chamber build
stronger ties with Singapore through local community work. The program symbolizes the continued
commitment of the American business community to Singapore, and focuses on cultivating local
relationships and promoting the spirit of volunteerism.
The COVID-19 pandemic has strengthened this spirit of volunteerism, as AmCham and South West CDC
worked within the safe management measures to see 40 volunteers distribute 400 care packs at the end of
2020.
Beneficiaries were appreciative of this gesture. “It is nice to receive the food. I also enjoy talking to the
people who came to help”, said Mr Wee Teck Ban, a 73-year-old who lives alone and faces mobility issues
ever since he was diagnosed with cancer a few years ago. Ms Josephine Nathan, 56, also added that she is
“very grateful for the care packs. They give a lot of things for us to use.”
If your organization would like to give back to the South West community, contact South West CDC at 6316
1616, or email southwest_cdc@pa.gov.sg.

We are thankful for AmCham’s partnership and contributions that have uplifted lives and
strengthened our community’s resilience. In the past two years, AmCham’s dedication to the
Adopt @ South West programme and distribution of care packs have brought much cheer and
hope to vulnerable South West residents during such challenging times. Every kind act enlarges
our net of support. We look forward to deepening our collaboration to build a caring and
cohesive South West district together.
Ms Low Yen Ling | Mayor of South West District
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We joined AmCham Cares because of our commitment to creating greater equity in
communities, business practices and workplaces by supporting initiatives in areas such
as education, community vibrancy and environment. We also hope to encourage and
inspire other organizations to make a positive impact in the communities.

In Adecco’s growing journey, AmCham has always been a prominent partner that we rely
on and is a great channel for us to share our passion and best practices in corporate social
responsibility programmes. Our goal is to ensure that economic development and
technical progress benefit the people of the world. Adecco’s commitment is to create a
more sustainable developmental approach and make the future work for everyone. We are
proud to be a part of this revolution with AmCham CARES.

We joined AmCham Cares because we identify with the ethos of giving back to the
community and advocating business to do our part to build and sustain a compassionate
and collaborative society – all while catalyzing a corporate giving movement with likeminded businesses to be a force of good.

At Align Technology, we believe in transforming smiles and changing lives. Giving back
has always played an important role in Align’s culture. The past year has been challenging
so it is important that we provide opportunities for our employees to make positive
differences in the lives of others.

We joined AmCham CARES because we are committed to serving the communities in
which we operate. Our longstanding commitment to doing business responsibly – and to
our values of living true, being there and making a difference – is foundational to who we
are as a company and as individuals. We are here to make a difference and we are
honoured to be able to serve and give back to the Singapore community.

We joined AmCham cares because our mission to save and sustain lives is reflected in our
pioneering legacy and focus on patient-centered innovation. We are passionate about
shaping the future and making a meaningful difference in the communities where we live
and work.

We joined the AmCham CARES because we wanted to share our approach to community
engagement with a community of like-minded people and organizations, and how we are
continuing to drive positive, lasting change for our communities in this region.
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We joined AmCham Cares because we believe in Continuous Learning & Sharing of Best
Practices in order to grow and strengthen our Corporate Social Responsibility programs to
create more lasting positive impacts in Singapore.

We joined AmCham Cares because this is a great platform to benchmark and share best
practices on conducting business in a responsible way that creates both long-term
economic and social value for Singapore.”

We joined AmCham Cares because it was an opportunity for us to join a community and
learn meaningful examples of social responsibility activities from member AmCham
companies. This has spurred Corning to continually improve our own platform creating
positive value for our employees and the communities that Corning operate in.

We joined AmCham Cares to inspire others by sharing our stories. As a global company
in Singapore, we are privileged to serve the local community and contribute to
sustainability. Our technologies allow us to provide customized solutions while doing
good, and we appreciate the collaboration with our beneficiaries/ partners. Joining also
allow our employees’ efforts to be recognized.

We joined AmCham Cares, because we are committed to corporate citizenship and to
serve the communities in which we live and operate.
AmCham Cares is a great platform and industry network to support our CSR aspirations
and strive towards exemplary corporate citizenship in Singapore.

We joined AmCham Cares because we believe that when #WeDoGoodTogether, there is
greater impact. AmCham Cares is a great platform that brings members together to create
a greater impact. It’s also a great opportunity to get to know other members while doing
good, to learn from others through action for the community, and to get inspired and to
inspire others through sharing of best practices.

CSR is foundational to the FedEx commitment to corporate citizenship, as we leverage our
global footprint and business strengths to help give back to society. We joined AmCham
Cares to share, collaborate and learn from other businesses and make even greater
impact through community outreach.

Singapore was the first office Google opened in Southeast Asia, back in 2007. Today, it’s
our headquarters in Asia Pacific, and a community we love being part of. AmCham Cares
has helped bring together like-minded organizations and people who are passionate about
driving sustainable social impact in Singapore and beyond. We are grateful to be part of
this platform to exchange best practices and share innovative ideas that can make a
meaningful difference in the communities we serve.
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We joined AmCham Cares because we believe in developing our CSR initiatives year-onyear. This year, we are having our CSR day on 5 May 2021 where we will be delivering
supermarket vouchers together with household provisions to 100 needy families with
cancer patients in Singapore.

Herbalife Nutrition joined AmCham CARES because we believe in creating a positive
impact in our society for those who need support the most. Through this platform, we get
to share, learn, and contribute to bringing about change and improving the community we
all share.

HP Singapore is honoured to be a recipient of the AmCham CARES High Distinction Award
this year! At HP, we believe in the importance of creating lasting, positive change for the
planet, our people, and the communities where we live, work, and do business in. I am
proud of how the HP Singapore team had stepped up to serve the community even amidst
the COVID-19 pandemic. Thank you, AmCham for recognising HP’s efforts, and for playing
a critical role in supporting US companies in Singapore!

We joined AMCHAM Cares because contributing to the community we live in is our
responsibility as a company believing that good health is the foundation of vibrant lives,
thriving communities, and forward progress. AmCham Cares is a platform that allows us
to learn how to advance our strategy and plans in pursuit of better health, education and
sustainability.

At J.P. Morgan, we are committed to investing where we can, using our expertise and
resources to make long-term, sustainable change to the communities we operate in. We
believe by supporting an inclusive Singapore community – where there is equal access to
opportunity – will result in a stronger, more resilient economy.

We joined AmCham Cares because Kellogg’s vision is a good and just world where people
are not just fed but fulfilled. These values are foundational to how we do business and
guide us in addressing the issue of hunger and helping the community. AmCham Cares
allows us to share and learn new best practices in CSR.

We joined AmCham Cares because being an American company based in Singapore we
certainly strives to contribute for to the betterment of the communities we serve and at
the same time to learn the best CSR practices of other like-minded corporations through
your AmCham Cares platform.

We joined AmCham Cares because we believe that the program is an excellent platform
to share best practices and to encourage fellow AmCham companies to improve their
current CSR programs. We are delighted to see that our communities are receiving better
care and attention as a result of this sharing.
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Thank you AmCham for honoring Lenovo’s giving back to our unique and diverse
communities where we do business, highlighting our cultural strengths, entrepreneurial
thinking and collaborative teamwork. We look forward to discuss and share best practices
on the platform we have established so that we can collaborate further with other
AmCham member companies, in order to enhance the contributions to the community we
live in.

We joined AmCham Cares because we know that responsible business operations
underpinned by a commitment to create positive social impact is something that all good
businesses must do. This also lies at the heart of Marina Bay Sands’ corporate social
responsibility programme. It’s a privilege to be among some of the best companies doing
their part to give back, even amidst the current challenging times.

We joined AmCham Cares because we believe collectively as leading American companies
with operations in Singapore we can be an inspiration to the wider community as we
continue to do good.

AmCham Cares further supports Maximus’ mission of Helping Government Serve the
People® through our united efforts to strengthen communities and improve the lives of
those we serve.

Moody’s is committed to giving back to the local communities and partnering with
AmCham helps amplify our efforts and increase the opportunities for our staff in
Singapore to contribute to the community in which we all work and live.

PayPal builds upon our strong sense of commitment and purpose by harnessing and
deploying our unique capabilities, resources and expertise to drive positive, lasting social
impact through our business. AmCham Cares is an opportunity for us to celebrate the
hard work and achievements of employees that are strengthening the communities in
which we live and work.

P&G is proud to join AmCham Cares because we believe in being a Force for Good and a
Force for Growth. Corporate Social Responsibility is part of how we do business, with a
focus on Community Impact, Equality & Inclusion, and Environmental Sustainability. P&G’s
purpose is to improve lives through our brands, our operations and our people.

As a member of AmCham, we think AmCham Cares is a good platform to share best
practices with other AmCham members in Singapore. We are honored to receive the
AmCham CARES 2021 Distinction Award. It recognized our commitment to improving the
communities where we live and work.
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We joined AmCham Cares because our belief that success begets responsibility is
embedded in Wiley’s DNA. Our Matching Gift program, for example, goes back well over 60
years. Today, we have expanded our efforts to share our success through donations,
scholarships, volunteerism, and active community engagement. As a truly global company
with core businesses serving markets around the world and colleagues scattered
throughout offices worldwide, Wiley strives to be a good neighbor. We place great value on
giving back to the communities in which we live and work, as well as those we serve.

We want to partner with other members within AMCHAM to share best CSR practices,
spark innovative ideas and rally everyone to join us in finding solutions to solve water and
help communities in need. The water crisis is too big for any one organization to solve
alone. We help people in need, we clean waterways but most importantly we believe that
educating our communities, neighbors and children about the value of water will create
powerful social impact that changes lives
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AmCham’s Local Charity Partnership Program highlights local charities to our members who are looking at
different ways to support worthy causes in Singapore and those in our community who need a helping hand.
Singapore is our home and we are committed to work toward a more inclusive future for all.

CARE Singapore is a boutique charity focused on empowering youths.
Appointed by the National Council of Social Service as one of three
centers of specialization, CARE Singapore excels in utilizing strengthsbased approaches in designing programmes for youths, particularly
youths-at-risk.
Website: http://care.sg/
Email: https://www.care.sg/contact-us/

As the hallmark of care and share, Community Chest has been uniting
the community to fundraise and serve those in need, since 1983.
Community Chest supports about 80 social service agencies to meet
underserved, critical social needs.
Website: https://www.comchest.sg/
Email: jessica_yeo@ncss.gov.sg

Company of Good connects organisations with a community of likeminded corporate givers to build capabilities in integrating doing good
with business strategy and goals. Organisations can sign up for
initiatives such as the Company of Good Fellowship and Champions of
Good, a national platform recognising leadership and partnerships in
doing good for the community.
Website: https://www.companyofgood.sg/
Email: contact@companyofgood.sg

LOVE, NILS’s mission is to support children with cancer and their
caregivers with much needed healthcare guidance, emotional care plus
social and community support that will enable them to thrive.
Website: https://www.lovenils.org/
Email: hello@lovenils.org
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talenTtrust is a charity with a difference. Their mission is to help other
local charities become more effective and efficient on a strategic level.
To do this, they create opportunities for corporate businesses and their
employees to engage in high-impact, skills-based-volunteering projects.

Website: https://www.talenttrustsingapore.org/
Email: tess@talenttrustsingapore.org

United Women Singapore (UWS) is a local non-profit organization that
advances women’s empowerment and gender equality to build a
pipeline of women leaders and influencers in Singapore. The
organization works towards narrowing the gender equality gap through
education and raising awareness and advocacy on issues such as antiviolence and bridging the gender pay gap with the support of key
stakeholders including corporate partners, government agencies,
academia, the diplomatic community, non-profits and community
groups and the wider community.
Website: https://uws.org.sg/
Email: contact@uws.org.sg

The VisionSave campaign serves as a bold and transformational effort
by the Singapore National Eye Centre (SNEC) and Singapore Eye
Research Institute (SERI) to leverage philanthropic investments in
paving the way for a holistic delivery of eye care.
Website: https://www.snec.com.sg/giving/
Email: visionsave@snec.com.sg

The VIVA Foundation for Children with Cancer (VIVA) is a Singaporebased charity which focuses on saving lives of children with cancer
through research, medical care and education in Singapore, Asia and
beyond.
Website: http://viva.sg/
Email: sohlaiyee@viva.sg

Willing Hearts was founded in 2003 with the mission of serving the
underprivileged, the needy and the marginalized members of our
society. They were registered as a society with MHA in 2005 and as a
charity with NCSS in 2008.
Website: http://www.willinghearts.org.sg/
Email: willingheartsingapore@gmail.com
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AmCham Singapore would like to thank the AmCham Social Impact Taskforce for their feedback and support of the CARES Program:
Angeline Chin
Global Community Impact Asia Pacific Lead
Johnson & Johnson

Kathryn Tinker
Regional Manager, APAC Government Affairs, International
Government Affairs
AIG

Ashlyn Way
Senior Government Relations Specialist and Community
Relations Leader, APAC, Middle East & Africa
Procter & Gamble

Kevin Wo
Managing Director
Microsoft Singapore

Cherisse Beh
Senior Manager, Communications, Marketing &
Development, Asia Pacific Region
Special Olympics

Melissa Tan
Head of Government Relations Singapore & Special Projects
(Asia Pacific and Japan Region)
HP Inc.

Choo Hua Wee
Director and Head of Government Relations, Asia Pacific and
Japan
HP Inc.

Nate Low
Senior Director, Global Stakeholder Engagement, Social
Impact
Visa

Courtney Lutterman
Director, Customs and Trade Compliance, Asia Pacific
UPS

Priscilla Gan
Director, Volunteer Resource Optimisation
Community Chest, National Council of Social Service (NCSS)

Craig Houliston
Director of Regional Insights & Analysis
Nielsen

Shawn Soh
Microsoft Philanthropies Lead, Singapore
Microsoft

Ganga Nirmal Kumar
Head of Government Affairs & Markets, Singapore
Government Affairs and Markets (GAM)
3M

Shweta Shukla
Senior Director & Head, Corporate Affairs & Sustainability
Kellogg Asia Pacific

Jason Poh
Northeast/Southeast Asia Aftermarket Sales & Marketing
Leader
Cummins Inc.

Von Leong
General Partner
Purpose Venture Capital

Jennifer Di
HR Director, Southeast Asia & Global Functions APAC
Baxter Healthcare
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